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Money Problems Will Pose
Assembly Big Difficulities
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Money problems will be at the root
of nearly all education-related
issues that come before the 1982
General Assembly when it convenes Jan.5.
"We are going to have a difficult
time selling our program to the
General Assembly — not the
needs but coming up with the
needed revenue," said state
Superintendent of Public Instruction Raymond Barber.
Education officials warn that
programs and services to public
school students will be reduced if
additional funding is not made
available. _
However, they also recognize
that many interest groups will be
going after the limited funds that
will be available to the state over
the next two fiscal years.
"Every group will be fighting
every other group to get money,"
observed Joyce Dotson, president
of the Kentucky Education
Association.
-The Department of Education
has presented a proposed budget
that would provide more than $239
million in new funds for elementary and secondary education.
A related battle will be the
restoration of education funds cut
from the current budget.
One of the strongest battles will
be over two teacher in-service
days Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.

eliminated to reduce educational
spending.
The KEA, an early Brown
backer, has openly fought with the
governor over the in-service days.
The group withheld support of
the_proposed succession amendment:to the state constitution that
Brown strongly backed and has
organized a grass roots lobbying
effort with legislators.
David Keller,executive director
of the Kentucky School Boards
Association, says one of his
organization's top legislative
priorities also is restoration of the
in-service days.
Educators disagree with
Brown's contention that the days
are not needed.
"It does have an effect on quality,'" Keller said. "If we assume it
doesn't, then there is no rationale
for having them in the first
place."
"Funding is going to dominate
most of it," said William Nallia,
executive director of the Kentucky Association of School Administrators, asked for his assessment of the coming session.
Nallia said the school administrators also want the inservice days rLstored and are
worried about "the arbitrary decision to reduce the length of the
school year.
"There is not enough time for
teachers to plan and participate in
staff development activities,"
Nallia said.

Some Holiday Plants
Can Poison Children
The pretty red berries found in
some holiday floral displays are
highly toxic and pose a danger to
young children, according to
researchers at the Murray State
University Veterinary Diagnostic
and Restarch Center.
Dr. Wade Kadel, center director, said several indigenous plants
associated with the holiday season
are occassionally identified as the
toxins in cases of livestock poisonings.
Small children may find the
same plants tempting to nibble
when the greenery is used in home
decorations, he said.
Researchers in the center's toxicology laboratory recently
prepared the following list of holiday plants which should be kept
from the reach of small children:
Mistletoe — The berries are
highly toxic and can cause
nausea, diarrhea, convulsions,
depression and shock leading to
death.
Holly berries — The berries of
some holly plants are highly toxic.

Yew evergreens — The needles
of some yew plants contain a potent heart toxin. Some yew plants
have red berries which are also
highly toxic.
Kadel added poinsettia, one of
the most popular holiday plants, is
nontoxic and considered to be safe
for use in displays.
In addition to holiday plants,
some common house plants are
toxic and should be -kept from the
reach of children who have a
tendency to grasp and chew on
non-food objects."
Kadel said house plants considered to be toxic are philodendron, dumb-canes, caladium,
elephant ears and Jerusalem
cherry.
Parents may wish to talk to
their physician or pharmacist
about having a bottle of "syrup of
ipecac" in the family medicine
cabinet, said Kadel.
The medication can be used to
induce vomiting when it is
suspected that a toddler has eaten
from a toxic plant, he said.

Another teacher-related issue,
the decade-long battle over professional negotiations, will again
be before the legislators.
However, Ms. Dotson said the
KEA has not yet drafted a professional negotiations bill for the 1982
session.
She said her organization may
work on a bill that is a simpler,
"more straight foward kind of
thing" than the bill which was narrowly defeated in the state Senate
in 1980.
Ms. Dotson said she does not
believe that the KEA's run-in with
Brown over in-service days will
change his support of professional
negotiations.
However, she conccded that "it
is going to be very, very difficult
to pass the kind of bill that we
want."
A relatively new and highly
emotional issue that could surface
concerns the teaching of scientific
creationism in public schools.
The issue could be affected by
the outcome of a current trial in
(Continued On Page 2)

SPELLING BEE — Michelle Stubblefield (second from left), a fourth grader at East, won the
Calloway
County Education Association Spelling Bee Saturday. She will advance to the Kentucky Education Association district and Mid-South Spelling Bees in the spring. Second place winner was Kristen Ruccio
(center),
East sixth grader,and third went to Gina Harris(second from right), East fifth grader. Tommy Brown
(Left)
of the Murray Theatres, and Diane Jones(right), of the education association, presented check awards to the
winners.

Stockman, Nightmare Of Inflation Is Ending
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, KY. (AP) —
Crediting new policies of President Ronald Reagan, federal
Budget Director David Stockman
says "the long nightmare of inflation is ending."
Stockman predicted in an address Saturday night that the inflation rate would be reduced to
perhaps nine percent in the coming year and as low as seven percent in the following year.
"I don't think that this is fully
understood by the press,"
Stockman said.
That was one of several similar
references to the media made by
the budget director, who got into
hot water with Reagan a couple of
months ago because of an article
in The Atlantic Monthly quoting
him on embarrassing revelations.
Stockman came to this
bluegrass city to help raise funds
for one of his former congressional associates, Rep. Larry
Hopkins, R-Ky., of the 6th
District.
GOP aides estimated that about
700 persons purchased ;35 tickets
to the Stockman affair, plus
scores who paid $.500 pere couple
for a reception following that
event.
Hopkins, who will seek a third
term next year in a normally
Democratic district, next year,
kept the tone light as he introduced Stockman.

"I often wonder what religion
would be like if Moses had talked
to The Atlantic Monthly," HopldriV
said.
The master of ceremonies was a
Democrat, referee Tommy Bell,
who praised the budget director.
And Stockman had a number of
one-liners. He said people had asked him how he had time to get
away from his 15-hour days at
Washington to speak in Kentucky.
"President Reagan sent me
here to find out how in the hell
Hopkins ran 20 percent ahead of
•
him
in the last election,Stockman quipped.
The budget director in his halfhour speech at a downtown )hotel
said the budget and tax cuts are
neither "untested ideology" or "a
risky experiment."
He said the basic explanation of
Reagan's actions is that the U.S.
economy stopped rising in the late
1970s, inflation had gotten out of
hand, and interest rates were
soaring.
This in turn, Stockman said,
resulted from the nation trying to
"borrow, spend and tax its way to
prosperity for the past 30 yea rs."
Stockman said Reagan's income tax cut, rather than being
designed to help the wealthy, is
merely aimed at keeping
moderate income families "from
climbing into the 50 percent income tax brackett."
Stockman recited a number of
federal subsidy programs which
he found largely needless or

wasteful, but he did not mention
the tobacco support program, a
sensitive issue in Kentucky.
He said - -the astronomical
growth of government expenditures represented "an unconscionable squandering of taxpayers' dollars and finally we put
a stop to it.

Double Execution Planned
At Arizona State Prison
PHOENIX, Ariz. ( AP) --The
state of Arizona is going ahead
with plans to execute two inmates
Tuesday, saying a moratorium on
executions imposed by a federal
judge does not cover them.
Gary Nelson, the Arizona
Supreme Court's chief staff
lawyer, said inmates Edward
Schad Jr. and Robert Vickers are
not covered by the stay because
they were sentenced after the
Legislature passed a new deathpena0,law.

Luana COISOn

Elizabeth Clark

David Willoughby

Four Named To Who's Who From University
Four seniors at Murray State
University from the Murray area
have been named to the 1982 edition of Who's Who Among
Students in American Universities
and-Colleges.
They are Elizabeth Ann Clark,
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Armin L. Clark of 1504 Oak Drive,
David Dallas Willoughby, the son
of Dallas WilloulOby of Rt. 2.and
Mrs. Jane Willoughby of 20th ,
St szeirr; Lira n a Cols,'-Jr the
daughter of Mr. and ,Mrs. Odell
Colson of Rt. 2; and Tammy J.
Metton, the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Dwane N. Melton of 1712
Miller Avenue
The four arc among :12 Murray
Stale students named to the. an-

nual directory based on their accounting, is president of the StuAlpha Chi Honor sot.it y dlill
academic achievement, com- dent Law Association, vice chairvice pesident of Alpha Omicron
munity service and leadership in
man of the Student Government Pi, a social sorority. She also is a
extracurricular activities.
member of Tri-Beta Biological
Association Judicial Board and
Clark, who is majoring in both treasurer of Beta Alpha Psi Pro- Honor Society.
history and political science, is fessional Accounting Fraterity.
Melton, who is majoring in
president of Pi Sigma Alpha and
chemistry,
is a member of the StuWilloughby is a member of
-secretary of Phi Alpha Theta. She
dent Affiliates of the Amercan
Alpha
Lambda
Delta
Alpha
and
is a member of Alpha Chi, GeosChi national honor societies and Chemical Society, serving as
cience Club, French Club, Tennis
recee-'
_!:3 Coopers arid Lybrand treasurer in 1980; is a member of
Intramurals and is a former dor4 Gamma Beta Phi,-Alpt:a lambda
Outstanding Junior Accountancy '
mitory representative for
Award.
He also served as chair- Delta and .Alpha Chi honor
Elizabeth Hall.-- -societies and is a recipient of the
Clark i the,recipient of • firr4Itan Of-the Volunteer- Income tAx 1.4nmes- X.
I
Assistance(VITA) program.
bookstore scholarship, history
('la(-year scholarship.
„Colson, who, is majoring in
department scholarship and atStudents have been honored in
tended the Vanderbilt Conference
bilotoltY and is pre-pharmacy, is a the annual directory since it was
on World Affairs in the spring of
member of Alpha lambda Delta first published in 01934. Nominees
and i;:iff1111:1 Beta Phi honor are selected from more than 1.300
1981
societies. She is vice president of iii4itntoar
Willoughby, who is ma)oruig Ill

A plea for a halt to the executions has been taken under advisement by U.S. District Judge Carl
Muecke. There was no indication
when he would rule on the request.
Schad, 39, was convicted of
strangling an old man and stealing the victim's car while on
parole for a second-degree
murder conviction. Vickers was
convicted of killing a cellmate.
They are in the Arizona State
Prison in Phoenix, where the
state's gas chamber is housed.

ASC Community Committee
Members Named By Riley
Farmers elected in the Dec. 7
election as ASC Community Committeemen for 1982 have been announced by David E. Riley, executive director of Calloway County Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service Office.
The committeemen are responsible for local administration of
government farm programs including agricultural conservation,
commodity loans and farm
storage facility loans.

Tammy Melton

The budget director said
Reagan plans "to stay the course"
because his program is sound and
that Stockman deems it an honor
to be a "soldier of .the Revolution." .
"We can succeed in restoring
non-inflationary prosperity inb
America," he said.

Community A committeemen
include Charles M. Burkeen,
chairman; Jim Kelly, vice chairman; Gary Evans, regular
member; Mark A. Wilson, first
alternate; and Larry W. Roberts,
second alternate.
Community B leaders are
James G. Wilson, chairman;
Thomas D. Lax, vice chairman;
W.T. Kingins, regular member;
Calvin Hall, first alternate; Wade
E.Green,second alternate.
Committeemen from Communi-

ty C are Darrell Gene Clark,
chairman; W.N. "Billy" Murdock, vice chairman; James Fuel
Erwin, regular member; Marty
Carra way, first alternate; and
Paschall West,second alternate.
Community D committeemen
include Danny Darnell, chairman; Baron Palmer, vice chairman; Mike Burchett, regular
member; Steve Carraway, first
alternate; and Gary B. Haneline,
second alternate.
The county agricultural
stabilization and conservation
convention will begin at 10 a.m.
Thurraday, Dec. 17, at the ASC office, Riley said.
Each community's chairman,
vice chairman and regular
member automatically become
delegates to the county convention, Riley added.
The delegates will elect a county
chairman, vice chairman, regular
member and two alternates at the
meeting. The convention will be
open to the public.

snow flurries coming our way
A chance for light rain changing to light snow or flurries this
afternoon. Temperatures remaining in the upper 30s. Most-

ly cloudy and cold tonight and
Tuesday with a chance " for
snow flumes. Lows tonight in
the upper 20s.
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Past-Due Payments Linked To Umemployment

Recession Causing Homeowners
To Be Late With Mortgage Payments
high jobless rates, the outlook for
the next several months is not
good, "especially in those regions
with large numbers of laid-off
workers," .the association's
economics department said in a
release.
Although it noted that mortgage
foreclosure rates have
moderated, "it will take a
stronger economy and improved
family incomes to bring down
delinquency rates substantially,"
the report said.
Harter noted that the thirdquarter decline in foreclosures
"may signal forebearance on the
part of the lender. Lenders do not
want to foreclose and take possession of houses in today's depressed housing market. Instead, they
may be working harder with (bor-

WASHINGTON ( AP) — regions of the country, with the
Homeowners are falling behind on highest rate — 7.78 percent — in
their mortgage payments at a the Midwest.
Included in that region are
record rate in what the Mortgage
Bankers Association cites as Michigan, where the nation's
-convincing evidence of the hard-hit automobile industry is
severity of the current recession." based, along with Illinois, InThe association's third quarter diana, Ohio and Wisconsin. Harter
survey found that 5.33 percent of noted that higher mortgage delinthe 7.5 million mortgage loans quency rates have followed
covered were past due. That layoffs of autoworkers over the
means about 400,000 homeowners past two years.
were at least 30 days late with
The highest overdue payment
their payment.
The past-due payments are link- rate in the nation, 9.14 percent,
ed to the high level of unemploy- was recorded in Illinois, apparentment,says Dr. Thomas H. Harter, ly reflecting the near-shutdown of
the association's chief economist. the construction equipment inIn the latest survey, for the dustry centered there.
The lowest regional rate, 4.1
three months ending Sept. 30, inwas in New England.
percent,
delinof
number
the
in
creases
Because of the recession and its
quent loans were reported in all

rowers) to keep them in their
homes."
The most disturbing trend indicated by the survey, said
Harter, was a sharp rise in delinquency rates for conventional
loans. In that category the pastdue rate was 3.48 percent for the
third quarter, compared with a
3.22 percent rate the previous
quarter.
"Homeowners with conventional mortgages have larger
downpayments, and therefore
more of an equity stake in their
property than other mortgage
holders," Harter explained. "The
increase in conventional delinquency rates is convincing
evidence of the severity of the current recession."

Some Polish Workers Stay At Home;
Other Factories Report No Protests
WARSAW, Poland ( At ) —
Members of the labor federation
Polish workers appeared to be distributed leaflets in Warsaw
staying home in droves today in calling for a nationwide walkout in
response to the government's defiance of the Communist —
crackdown on the independent government's proclamation, of
Solidarity labor movement.
martial law and its suspension of
Workers at some Warsaw fac- the right to strike and of Solidaritories said their plants were ty.
operating with sharply reduced
Government leaders conferred
staffs. But initial checks of large
with Solidarity chief Lech Walesa
factories in some districts of the
in an attempt to avert a general
capital found no protests by
strike. But Warsaw Radio carried
Solidarity members.
no word from him today.
"This place is peaceful," said a
Poland's Roman Catholic
Solidarity member at the Huts
primate, Archbishop Josef
Warszawa plant. "They fished out
Glemp, appealed to the workers in
men.
the Most important unio)(
a broadcast sermon: "Do not start
But there are others to take their
a fight between Poles. Do not give
place, so some time will have to
your lives away."
elapse before they arrive at some
Pope John Paul II also appealed
decision."
There was no information immediately available on the situation outside the Warsaw area. But
Warsaw Radio said coal mines,
power stations and heating plants
had been militarized and failure to
obey orders at such plants could
WASHINGTON ( AP ) — With
result in penalties ranging from
tempo of Poland's long labor
the
prison terms to death.
Solidarity sources said as many crisis quickening, President
as 3,000 membeys of the union Reagan is bringing home two key
may have been rounded up in the members of his foreign policy
capital alone. Earlier estimates team and warning the Soviet
put the total number interned in Union of the risks of intervention.
Secretary of State Alexander M.
the entire country at about 1,000.
Jr. abruptly canceled a longHaig
a
detained
also
The government
number of officials of past govern- planned and important trip to six
ments blamed for Poland's cur- nations in the Middle East and
rent economic crisis, including South Asia and headed home from
former Communist Party chief Brussels, Belgium today.
Secretary of Defense Caspar W.
Edward Gierek.

for restraint, saying: "Polish
blood cannot be shed, because too
much was spilled in the last war."
Premier Wojciech Jaruzelski, a
general who is also head of the
Communist Party and defense
minister, cracked down on
Solidarity after 17 months of
general unrest, strikes, a steadily
worsening economy and tension
that saw the legalization of the
Soviet bloc's first independent
labor union and its increasing insistence on major economic and
political reforms to rebuild the
near-bankrupt economy.
Although it gave in repeatedly
to Solidarity's demands, the
government had hinted repeatedthe army to
ly that it
take action if the union continued

Polish Crisis Forces
Reagan To Take Action

cldeas

•

••

Weinberger, who was in London
when the Polish government announced its crackdown against the
independent trade union Solidarity, was back in Washington by
nightfall Sunday.
With top policy-makers being
assembled for quick decisions if
necessary, U.S. officials awaited
anxiously for word on what would
happen when Polish workers were
due to report to their jobs early today for the first time since the
crackdown.
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TOPMOST, Ky. ( AP) — The
deaths last Monday of eight
underground coal miners earned
this tiny Knott County community
a place in the annals of Kentucky
mining disasters.
Though its death toll paled
beside those of other disasters in
this area — 26 killed at Scotia Coal
Co. in Letcher County; 38 killed at
Finley Coal Co. in Leslie County —
the tragedy - at Topmost
underscored the industry's inherent dangers.
It also accented the perils of
winter, when coal dust is freed as
the mines become dry and
methane gas is squeezed from the
ore by abrupt changes in
barometric pressure.
Methane gas caused two explosions that killed 15 miners and 11
mine inspectors at Scotia in
March 1976. Coal dust was blamed
for the blast that killed the Finley
miners in December 1970.
The Department of Mines and
Mineral's - report on Monday's
disaster at the Adkins Coal Co. No.
18 mine is expected to show that
an explosive charge on the face of
the coal seam failed to detonate,
causing another charge to shoot
back into the shaft instead of forward into the ore.
It may also show that coal dust
was ignited by the backfire, causing an explosion.
But the legacy of Adkins No. 18
may be a reminder that, despite
gains in safety and miner training, underground mining and the
threat of sudden death are inseparable.

Steel Co. mines near Wheelwright
in 1941 and was trapped when the
roof of a mine collapsed.
Stanley said he would never
forget being buried in the rubble,
certain he would die.
It was a time when miners were
worth less to the coal operator
than the mules that pulled the ore
cars,Stanley said.
"They always told you to take
good care of those mules," he
said. "They'd say they could hire
another miner tomorrow, but they
had to buy another mule."

The Adkins No. 18 was by all
standards a small mine: 23
employees working in two shifts,
toiling on hands and knees in the
32-inch-high seam to produce 250
tons per day for the property
owner,Island Creek Coal Co.
Despite that, the doomed
members of Monday's night shift
were an experienced group.
State and federal laws require
mining companies to have one
superintendent for the entire
operation and a certified foreman
in each section. The certificates
must be renewed annually, said
R.I. Cusick, the company's attorney.
The No. 18 mine had three certified foremen: Robert Slone,
James Gibson and Clarence
Perry.
Keith Crager, the man who
supervised the detonations, was a
certified "shot-firer" whose work
Monday had apparently been
flawless,said Stanley.
"As far as we know, the hole
the faulty charge) looked to
(for
CommisMinerals
and
Mines
sioner Willard Stanley, who be drilled properly, tamped proramrodded the investigation at perly and ready to go," Stanley
said. In fact, he added, "It didn't
Topmost, understands the threat.
He went to work in the Inland look like it; it was."

Congressmen, Residents Approach
Proposed Merger With Caution
By GENE GRABOWS1U
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON(AP) —
Congressmen from steelproducing states, some of
them feeling "a little
double-crossed," say
they can only trust U.S.
Steel Corp. to pump much
of its potential petroleum
profit back into steelmaking if it takes over.
Marathon Oil Co.
Some say they feel
deceived because they
agreed to back U.S.
Steel's request for federal
assistance only after the
company said it would
use the resulting tax savings to modernize steel
operations.
"Those of us who live in
steel communities have
to approach this merger
with the cautious faith
that it will put muscle into the U.S. Steel operation," said Rep. Adam
Benjamin, chairman of
the congressional steel
caucus executive committee. "The move may
turn out to be absolutely
shrewd or abysmally
stupid. If it (the merger)
doesn't work, steel may
end up in worse shape."
The Indiana Democrat

has a special stake in the
outcome of the takeover.
Last summer, he was
among the. House
members who led the
fight for legislation to
promote modernization
of steel mills.
After a heated battle
over environmental impact, Congress passed a
bill that extended compliance with clean air
laws for any steel company that used resulting
savings for plant
reinvestment.
Steelmakers, who said
they were desperate for
capital, also benefited
from the Reagan administration's corporate
tax cut package.
U.S. Steel, now just
days away from a $6.4
billion takeover of
Marathon,is using part of
its tax cut for the purchase. The bulk of the
merger is to be backed by
$5 billion in bank loans.
But regardless of the
financial arrangements,
the merger will ensure
that for the first time in
history, U.S. Steel will rely on non-steel operations
for more than half of its
sales and profits.

-Some of us feel a little
double-crossed," said
Rep. James Coyne, RPa., whose district includes U.S. Steel's
Fairless Hills works outside Philadelphia. "This
merger wasn't exactly
what we intended the
steel industry to spend its
tax savings on."
U.S. Steel's friends in
Congress argue that the
mever eventually will
earn profits that can subsidize unprofitable steel
plants.
"The move will allow
the company to concentrate on its steel production while it makes a
steady return on oil drilling," said Rep. Joseph
Gaydos, D-Pa., chairman
of the congressional steel

caucus. "It's an
economic fact of life.
These days a large company must diversify or
die."
But Gaydos, like
others, has faced angry
steelworkers at town
meetings and district
hearings who want to
know why U.S. Steel
should be allowed to expand into other
businesses when it's laying off workers at existing plants.
"I tell them just what
(U.S. Steel Chairman
David) Roderick told me:
"There is no intention of
abandoning the steel
operation," Gaydos said.
"I'm in no position to
question U.S. Steel's
word on this matter."

House Destroyed
cording to a Calloway
County Fire-Rescue
Squad spokesman. Eight
men with three trucks
responded to the scene,
along with members of
the Calloway County
Cause and origin of the Sheriff's Office and Kenfire were not known, ac- tucky State Police.
No injuries were
reported from a fire
which destroyed the Bill
Edwards' residence on
the Hickory Grove
Church Road Sunday.

Barge Collision Probe Scheduled
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to challenge it. There also had
been recurrent fears of Soviet
military intervention.
The last straw apparently came
Saturday when the union leaders
at their meeting in Gdansk called
for a nationwide referendum to retain or reject communism unless
the government met their
demands for economic and
political reforms before the end of
the year.

Tragedy Places Community
In Mining Disaster Annals

Members of the crews of the
towboat Bruce Brown and the
motor vessel Mark Shurden will
give sworn testimony, while the
crewmen of the other towboat involved in the crash, the Fort Dearborn, will give statements later,
Farrell said.
Some of the crewmen of the
Mark Shurden witnessed the accident, he added.
There was no evidence of
mechanical failure on the tows,
according to Coast Guard Cmdr.
Anthony Alejandro. He attributed
the collision's cause to a communications problem between the
The site of the collision was
two vessels.
about 75 river miles downstream
A co-owner of the barges that
from Louisville.
set afire, Warren Hines, said
were
Louis
Lt.
Guard
Farrell
Coast
human error caused the accident
(Continued From Page 1)
said that although half the barge
Arkansas challenging that state's and he estimated it would cost betfire was extinguished by late Sunrecently enacted law requiring the ween $700,000 ancj, $800,000 to
day afternoon, the barge shifted,
teaching of scientific creationism replace each barge.
"creating a danger to firefighters,
alongside the theory of evolution.
12 of whom were on the barge at
Scientific creationism is the
the tirne."Although the barge
The Murray Ledger & Times
later became stable, he said the _ _ _ belief that the world and its in(USE'S 308-700
heat had become too intense and_habitants were were created at
The Murray Ledger & Times is publishonce by a supernatural event.
firefighters had to be removed
eVery afternoon except Sundays. July
A similar bill was introduced in ed
from the vessel.
4, Christmas Day, New Years My and
the 1980 Kentucky legislature but Thanksgiving flay by Murray
The Coast Guard will continue
Newspapers Inc . 106 N 4th, Murray, Ky
was stalled in committee.
monitoring the fire and determine
Second Class Postage Paid at MarState mandkeS would be eased 42071
what should be done next, he said.
ra v. Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RAW'S In •teirie
under two pre-filed bins that
IA. Commander Doug Halsey, who
served by carriers. IT O.per month,
would repeal a law abolishing stu- payable
was to brxin an investigation of
in advance Fly mail In Calloway
dent fees and I tptfal - various County and to Renton. Hardui, Mayfield,
the collision and fire today, plannstatutes mandating other specific Sedalia and Farmington. Ky . and Parts,
ed to hold a press briefing at 9
hanan and Puryear, in. 124 SO per
curriculum such as career and Hue
a.m. in the Federal Buildinaere.
year Hy Mall to other destinations IN be
consumer education.
per year
A 15-mile stretch of the river
To reach all departments at the
"It's going to be an interesting
was closed from noon to 6 p.m.
newspaper phone 71.1-1910
Farrell
ses.sion
said,
but
once the financial package
was reSunday.
is 111%111 with
opened to one-way traffic Sunday
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The
U.S. Coast Guard planned to begin
an investigation of a barge collision and fire on the Ohio River today, even as a gasoline-laden
barge continued to burn.
The burning barge, which contained 30,000 gallons of gasoline
when it collided with another
barge carrying diesel oil Wednesday near Alton, Ind., listed and
became unstable Sunday, disrupting efforts to put out the blaze, according to a Coast Guard
spokesman.

night with the Coast Guard directing barge traffic.
More foam and chemicals were
being brought in overnight Sunday
to battle the fire when conditions
allow, Farrell said.
When the fuel barges collided,
two of them exploded in flames
and a third spilled some 2,500
gallons of furnace oil. Only the
gasoline barge was still burning
this morning.
The investigation, in the form of
a hearing, is to determine if there
was any negligence on the part of
the captains of the two vessels.
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Governor talks
about term
By SY RAhLSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - As Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. tells it, his biggest frustration in two
years of office was "getting involved in the Curci affair."
"That probably whipped me about the most," he
said.
Not the defeat of the succession amendment last
month?
"I forgot it the night it happened," Brown said.
The governor wasspeaking last week in the den of
his Cave Hill estate at Lexington, where news
reporters were taking half-hour turns interviewing
him.
Almost instinctively, he lapsed into segments of
"The Speech," the familiar recital of his administration's accomplishments and goals. But, if
interrupted, he was willing enough to discuss less
favorable topics.
With a smile, he recalled his statement before the
University of Kentucky football season about Coach
Fran Curci, who had been around for nine seasons.
It was time for Curci to go, Brown said, because
of embarrassing off-field behavior of many team
membersand a loss record that was not improving.
Fan furor erupted,and it seemed that much of the
public was reacting against Brown for his uninvited
foray into sports management and his poor timing.
After another poor season it was not Brown, but
the UK sports establishment which fired Curd
recently.
"I just wanted the best for UK," the governor
said."I hope some good will come out of
Oddly enough, Brown listed the only other unpleasant event as "the Barkley affair," referring to sex
harassment charges brought against state
Agriculture Commissioner Alben Barkley II and
two aides by severalfemale employees.
The governor said he found the "sensationalism"
surrounding the televised state Personnel Board
hearing distasteful "and I was pulling for him to
win the case."
Nobody has won yet. The dispute is in the courts,
where the agriculture commissioner is appealing
the board's finding against him.
The irony is Barkley had contended the harassment charges were part of an administration conspiracy against him, which included trying to rip
his office through reorganization - another issue
still in the courts.
"This is a man I hardly know,"Brown said. "The
media played up me as well as Barkley and I had to
endure(this unnecessarily)."
From the public view,the biggest disappointment
to Brown so far has been overwhelming defeat by
voters of a proposed amendment that would have
allowed Brown to seek another four-year term.
He had put his prestige, power and perhaps
political future on the line in supporting it.
"It was my crusade for reform and I undoubtedly
got too involved," Brown said. "I never did take
(the defeat) personally. Maybe I should have."
Someday, he predicted,Kentuckians will approve
a succession amendment.
The governor said that despite the few setbacks to
date, he is totally upbeat and, at 47,"I feel younger
than I have in 45 years."
"My only problem is what to do (after my
term)," he said. "I enjoyed this job and I hate to
retire again."
Back to private business? Maybe. Another
political office? Maybe.
Brown said he and his wife Phyllis have talked
about the future, "but we have no answers . . .
We've had almost too much in excitement and
challenge."
Just ahead is the 1982 state legislative session. "I
like to think we'll get along as well as last time,"
when Brown became the first governor in modern
state history keeps hands off the assembly instead
of trying to dominate it.
Since the state is in a financial bind, Brown said
he has not ruled out the possibility he will seek new
or added taxes if necessary.
"Taxes don't have to be a dirty word," he said.
"If we come to the point of needing money for
education ...I wouldn't hesitate a minute to do it."
He added: "Let me say this. Anybody who wants
money °tit of Our next budget will have to earn it."

Looking back
Ten years ago
William Len (Tiny) Dunn, 14, Alan Wayne Dunn,
10, Bobby Joe Causey, 17, and Ricky Lane Whited,
17, were killed in a one-car accident on Highway 94
East Dec. 13. .
New Concord Redbirds,after going undefeated in
county basketball, play clinched the county championship by beating ICirksey Eagles 65-64 in overtime play at Calloway County High School.
Twenty years ago
Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian Church
building, located off Highway 94 East, was
destroyed by fire Dec. 12 about8 p.m.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat
Jacksonsville University 75-65 for fifth victory of
basketball season. Jim Jennings was high scorer
for Murray with 31 points.
Thirty years ago
Sergeant First Class J. R. Story of United States
Army, stationed in- Korea, called his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Festus Story, by telephone Dec. 13 while in
Tokyo,Japan,on a five day rest leave.
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Hectic career has personal rewards
A recent column in Publisher's
Auxliary, a weekly newspaper
associaton publication, aptly
describes some of the things which
help make a sometimes hectic career
enjoyable.
The column, written by Phil
Angelo,reads:
Being a newspaper editor is a
rewarding, challenging and entertaining job.
On a newspaper, no two days are
ever alike. Every morning you start
fresh,searching through a million or
so words trying to find the right combinatons tofill up the pages.
In other professions you can have a
bad day and no one knows about it.
On a newspaper, you transpose two
letters and thousands of people

notice.
But today I'd like to mention the little things that make the job worthwhile each day. Here are some of
than:
•Thumbing through one of the first
copies of the press, knowing that
somehow another day's paper is
done. _
•Finding a map,design or drawing
we'll be able to use some day and
mentally tucking it away for the da
we'll-need it.
• Seeing any photograph that catches a special, unexpected facial expression.
• Getting an unsolicited compliment at an unexpected moment, just
when you were down in the dumps.

• Listening to any political speech
shorter than 15 minutes.
•Going to amateur theater and being plesantly surprised.
• Coming back from an important
event or controversial meeting and
knowing that hundreds of people will
be waiting to read what you will write
about it.
• Watching any high school basketball game that goes into overtime.
•Getting letters to the editor.
• Counting the seconds as an important national or international
story moves onto the Associated
Press wires.
• Receiving a release that's neatly
typed and double spaced.
• Following an election that's going
down to theist precinct.
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• Reading an entire week's worth
of Peanuts in advance.
• Demonstrating our computers to
a roomful of wide-eyed youths.
• Designing a page and having it
turnout just the way we wanted.
• Getting a story tip from a reader
that turns out to be a good one.
• Watching a photograph appear,
like magic,in the developing tray.
• Being able to hire someone for his
or her first job.
• Having something turn out to be
even better than the mounds ce advance publicity you've given it. •Going home at night with a paper
in hand, knowing all the copy is up,
all the advance pages have been laid
out and all the phone calls have been
returned.

Today in history
Today is Monday, Dec. 14, the 348th
day of 1981. There are 17 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
And in 1939, the Soviet Union was
expelled from the League of Nations
Ten years ago: President Nixon
and French President Pompidou met
In the Azores, agreeing on measures
to improve the international
monetary situation.
Five- years ago: The Communist
Party in Vietnam held its first congress since 1960, at which time it had
decided to wage an armed struggle
for control of the country.
One year ago: Hundreds of
thousands of Beatles fans gathered in
cities throughout the world at
memorial services for John Lennon,
slain six days earlier in New York.
Today's birthdays: Country singer
Charlie Rich is 49. Actress Lee
Remick is 46.
Thought for today: When people
say, "She's got everything," I've only one answer: "I haven't had tomorrow." - Elizabeth Taylor, U.S. actress 11932- ).

Times art hard,kids,
but I want you to write
to Santa anyway about
all the things you
want for Ch

Department crosses fingers about winter damage
By S. C. VAN CURON
FRANKFORT — Although the
state is well prepared, officials in the
Department of Transportation are
keeping their fingers crossed against
Old Man Winter sending his strongest
rigors against our road system, Jim
Clark, a department spokesman said
last week.
The state has $4.5 million invested
in new equipment in the form of 171
new dump trucks, 40 snow plow attachments and 60 salt spreaders.
The Transportation Department
also has stockpiled 71,000 tons of salt,
43,600 of this at the state highway
department garages across the state
and the other 27,500 tons in dumps
ready to be distributed to the garages
if needed.
The state also has a small supply,

what is expected to be needed in a
normal winter, of calcium chloride
which is eight to ten times more expensive than salt.
Road salt costs $26.00 a ton, Clark
said, while the calcium chloride costs
from $180 to $250 per ton,"so you can
see why we don't like to use much of
this or stockpile it," Clark said. He
explained that calcium chloride is used on roads when the temperature is
below 20 degrees.
The salt or calcium chloride is mixed with sand or cinders, depending
upon which is more readily available
and cheaper in each highway
district.
Either the snow plow or salt
spreader,or both, may be attached to
the dump trucks, according to need.
A truck can plow snow and spread

salt and sand mixture at thtteame
time.
Planning for the battle against ice
and snow is just part of the preparations made by the highway department for winter.
Drainage is one of the most important protections against road
damage during the winter months.
Highway workers in the various
districts across the state have been
pulling and repairing drainage ditches and culverts so water will drain
away from the roads as snow and ice
melts or rains come.
Water standing along roadsides or
seeping beneath them in hilly and
mountains areas does far more
damage than the ice or snow. If a
roadbed freezes traffic over it when
thawing begins creates a pumping

action that moves the base and the
concrete or asphalt surface cracks
and crumbles.
Clark said maintenance crews are
on the alert for winter threats and
ditches will be kept clear of debris
from rockfalls in hilly and mountainous areas as well as debris washed in from rains in other areas.
Transportation Secretary Frank
Metts has consolidated some of the
highway garages across the state in
an economy move, but the offYiaLsfeel there are sufficient men on duty
to meetnernial_winter_deMe_WsKentucky had an exceptionally
mild winter last year, and most
everyone is expecting to be worse
this year although there have been no
extended forecasts for the area that
predict extremes.

Child support enforcement information needed
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I heard on the news
the other night that a Fred Schutzman had been named deputy director
of the "Office of Child Support Enforcement", which I take to be an office of the federal government. Could
you tell me just what this office is for
and what it does? K.L.
ANSWER: Fred Schutzman,
associate commissioner for asess-

meat tor the Social Security Administration, has been named deputy
director of the Office of Child Support
Enforcement. The appointment was
announced on November 5, by John
A.Svahn, who is Commissioner of the
Social Security Administration and
also serves as director of OCSE.
The federal-state Child Support
Enforcement program assists states
in locating absent parents who are
delinquent in their child support
obligations. Since its inception in
1975, the program has collected $2.8
billion on behalf of Aid to Families
with Dependent Children households
and $3.75 billion for non-AFDC
households. It has also located 2.6
million absent parents and established paternity for 571,000 children.
HEARTLINE: My wife and I applied for early Social Security

benefits at age 62 in March. We were this and that your railroad annuity is
told that since I had worked for over now being Computed and that check
10 years for the Railroad Board that should reach you soon.
our retirement would come from ▪ We are always happy to assist our
them. We then received a letter from readers in matters such as this. We
the Railroad Retirement Board tell- only ask that if you have a problem
ing us that our retirement checks each as this one, contact your locator
would be forthcoming; however, nearest office or agency first and see
since that time we have heard if the problem can be solved through
nothing, received no checks or normal channels. If you do not
anything. Would you please help us receive satisfaction when dealing
as we are becoming more desperate with any agency or retirement office.
each day. We need our benefits bad- please contact us with all pertinent
ly. My illness has exhausted our sav- information.
ings and we have no income on which
to survive. Please help. J. M.
ANSWER: We contacted our
sources in the Railroad Retirement
Board and, thankfully for you, your
inquiry and your first checks have
crossed in the mails. We have received a copy of the letter notifying you of

Incentives for saving questioned
By JOHN CUNNIFF
NEW YORK (AP) - When you
,provide savings incentives do you
enhance industrial expansion by
• helping to supply needed capital, or
impede expansion because you
discourage buying and market
groWth? •
-If you think you know these-41*r
you may be able to help your country,
because Congress and business can't
agree. Congresctholkid thane tax incentives would help business.
Business, however, now says savings
can undermine demisnd.
Without that demand, businesS
leaders s:iy, they ..iiiiot be expected

to commit their billions to bigger,
markets. So in spite tax inducements,the total amount may not
grow much until late in 1982.
This is but one of the problems some may call them contradictions
— that have surfaced and are'being
debated anew following passage Of
President Reagan's combined tax
and spending cuts.
• 'The problem seems to have the
poleotial for
debate
because those big commitments to
industrial expansion just haven't occurred.
Congress is said to be angry about
it and even in private industry there

have been comments about the faintheartedness of executives who won't
commit money to a market that isn't
already there.
The administration's idea was that
if business expanded and customers
saved, the two — seller and buyer would meet down the road when the
seller,had the products to Acr and
the buy& had the funds witriOhich to
•
buy them.
Hut business has said "show me,"
which isn't at all like the eatrepreneurial, eifikteltine of the
market builders of old, such as Henry
Ford and Thomas Edison. Those
fellows took calculated risks.
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Wedding Planned
The approaching marriage of Esther Mae Edwards, daughter of
Croldie Craig Kidwell and
the late Rev. Elmer
Kidwell of Walton, to
William Thomas James,
son of Christine Williamson Fritz, has been announced by the couple
The vows will be solemnized Christmas day,
Dec. 25, at 2 p.m. in the
sanctuary of Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
The bride-elect received her B. A. degree from
Pepperdine University,
Malibu, Cal., and her M.
S. and S. C. T. degrees
from Murray State
University. She presently
Li completing work
tOward her R. N. degree
at MSU and is a member
of Epsilon Pi Tau fraternity.
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Persons Visit In Area Homes

Edwards worked for
Veterans Administration
for 3 kt years, and is a
military police sergeant
with 614th Kentucky National Guard, Murray.
She was approved for a
direct commission in the
Medical Service Corps as
an environmental scientist and hospital administrator, U. S. Army
Reserves.
James, a graduate of
Southeastern High
School, Detroit, Mich., is
a pre-med student at
Murray State University.
He is a member of International Society of
Philosophical Inquiry.
The groom-elect spent
eight years with the
United States Marine
Corps. He served two
tours of duty in Vietnam
and was a prisoner of
war.

f
Esther Mae Edwards
to wed Thomas James

about 40,000 items a
year," said Master Sgt.
Jim Soukup, project coordinator. "Before the theft
we had collected about
7,000 items. A lot of the
department stores had
closed off their donations."
Soukup now expects
this year's toy total to top
42,000.
Businesses have set up
toy drops and volunteers
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collected toys. A collection drive Thursday at a
local hotel and shopping
center netted 15,000 toys
for the program. One
donor sent a check for
$3,000.
"We've received $6,000
worth of toys already,"
said the operations
manager of a Kansas City
radio station. "We were
looking for $300 to $400.
This thing has really
taken off."
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ty Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
His visitors included Mr.
and Mrs. Ludie Malray,
Mr. and Mrs. Max
Paschall, Othel and
Hildred Paschall and the
Hey. James Phelps.
Mr. and Mrs. Mabern
Key, Mr. and Mrs. Clerris
Wilson and Lavettia
Wilson visited Ovie
Wilson, a patient at Paris
Manor Nursing Home,
Paris,Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins were Thanksgiving weekend guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Mike
Jenkins, Muscatine,
Iowa.
The Rev. and Mrs.
Warren Sykes, Mitch
Sykes, Jewel Key, Jessie
Paschall, Myrtle Vandyke, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Sykes, Mr. and
Mrs. Tony Sykes and
Brian and Amanda Sykes
spent Thanksgiving with
the Rev. and Mrs. Jerry
Lee and daughter,
Tabitha,Paris.

Community Events

Toy Theft Becomes Blessing
KANSAS CITY, Mo. the area Marine Corps to
(AP) — The theft of more the children through
than 1,000 toys has turned charity organizations.
into a blessing for a KanBut the theft has trigsas City-area toy- gered what Marine ofcollection program that ficials are calling a "godwas behind in its dona- send." Since news of the
tions of Christmas gifts theft was broadcast
for needy children.
Wednesday, officials said
Thieves broke into a residents have inundated
semi-trailer earlier this the corps and collection
Week and carted off more agencies with toys, donathan 1,000 toys which tions and support.
were to be distributed by
"We normally collect

By MRS. R. D. KEY
Dec.7,1982
Mr. arid Mrs. Berthal
Grooms, Detroit, Mich.,
visited Mr. and Mrs.
Enloe Tarkington and
Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
Gallimore last week.
Recent guests of Bertie
Jenkins were Mr. and
Mrs. Milford Orr, Mrs.
Jessie Paschall and Mrs.
Cooper Jones.
Herbert Orr was a
guest Sunday of his
sister, Nola Paschall.
Mrs. Mark Paschall,
Mrs. Bennett Fortune,
Bertie Jenkins, Jessie
Paschall and Mr. and
Mrs. Terry Sills, Draffenville, were recent guests
of Myrtle Vandyke.
Joetta Paschall,
Marilyn and Steve
Paschall and Mitch Sykes
were Sunday dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Terry Day.
Adolphus Paschall was
admitted to Henry Coun-
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Thanksgiving day
guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Jenkins were
Bertie and Kenny
Jenkins.
Guests of the Rev. and
Mrs. Glynn Orr
Thanksgiving day were
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn E.
Orr, Cyrel Wilson, Carol
Wilson and Kate Hubbard.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Nichols and Denay
Nichols visited Monday in
the home of the Rev. and
Mrs. Warren Sykes.
Frances Deering,
Detroit, Mich., spent a
few days with relatives.
Deering and Ovie Wilson
were Thanksgiving dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Clerris Wilson and
visited in the afternoon in
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Mabern Key. Other
guests in Key home were
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Young and family, Covington, Tenn., Mr. and

Mrs. Jimmie Key and
family and Mr. and Mrs.
Odell Hopkins and
children, Karen, Kenny,
Kim and Kurk of Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Orvis McGee for a
fish supper Thursday.
Myrtle Vandyke was
weekend guest of the
Rev. and Mrs. Terry
Sills, Draffenville. Other
Saturday guests were Mr.
and Mrs. Mark Paschall,
Mr. and Mrs. Bennett
Fortune and Steve Sills.
Ruby Owen has returned home after visiting her
son-in-law and daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie
Hopkins, Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Blakely and daughter,
Carla, of Stella were Friday guests of the Rev.
and Mrs. Jerry Lee.
Saturday guests of
Lydia Foster were Bertie
Jenkins and Jessie
Paschall.

datebook

Tuesday,Dec. 15
Monday,Dec. 14
golden age
retirees
Tau Phi Lambda
Library Volunteers and
Thanksgiving
potluck Western Chapter of
A
Sorority of Woodmen of Conversational Spanish
World will have a Class will have a potluck luncheon was served at a Tennessee Valley
Christmas party in home supper at 6 p.m. at' meeting Nov. 19 of Authority Retirees
of Carol Wilson at 6 p.m.
Calloway Public Library. Golden Age Club in social Association will meet
hall of First United Wednesday, Dec. 16, at 10
Recovery, Inc., will
Murray Lions Club will Methodist Church.
a.m. at Boston Tea Party.
Members present were Membership is open to
meet .at 7:30 p.m. at have its annual
Health Center, North Christmas party at 6:30 Paul Kingins, Floy all TVA retirees in
Seventh and Olive p.m. at Calloway County Caldwell, Opal Reeves, Western Kentucky, West
Connie Jones, Tennessee Tennessee and Southern
Streets.
High School.
Parker, Birdie Parker, Illinois. For information
Sigma Department of
Eva Wall Mission Shirley Weds, Thelma contact R. H. Douglas,
Murray Woman's Club Group, Memorial Baptist Parker, Naoina 753-2408.
will have a Christmas Church, will meet at 11 Schwalm, and Messrs
Tasting Party at 7:30 a.m. in home of Margaret and Mesdames Roger
tennis
Burgoyne, Carl Henp.m. at clubhouse.
Taylor.
Group
B
of Ladies Tendrickson, Robert Davis,
Senior Adult Bruce Bucklew, Bill nis of Murray Country
Fellowship of First Bap- Morpset Andy Lachoy,0. Club will meet at home of
Friendship Sunday tist Church will meet at C. McLemore, Ted Vickie Baker Thursday,
School Class, Westside noon in Fellowship Hall.
Schleuter and Joe Gert- Dec. 17, at 9 a.m. to go to
Baptist Church, will have
Kenlake Tennis Center
zen.
a Christmas party at 7
play.
Martin's Chapel United
for
Guests present were
p.m. at church.
Methodist Church Gladys Dunn, Elain The lineup is as
Women will meet at 6:30 Dunn, Priscilla Schan- follows:
District 17, Unit I, p.m. at Triangle Inn for a bacher and Carol Hodge.
Court One — Janie
Licensed Practical Christmas party and exRyan, Vickie Baker,
breakfast
Nurses Association, will change of gifts.
Marilyn Adkins and Mug
meet at 7 p.m. at DeVanA Breakfast With Santa Rigsby.
ti's.
Wednesday,Dec. 16
for preschool through Court Two — Frances
J. N. Williams Chapter third grade wll be Satur- Hulse, Cathy Young,
of United Daughters of day, Dec. 19, from 9:30 to Janice- Howe and Leisa
Tuesday,Dec. 15
Retirees of UAW Confederacy will have a 11 a.m. at Murray Coun- Faughn.
Court Three — Vicki
Locals will meet at 5:30 Christmas party and gift try Club.
Reservations should be Miller, Norma Frank,
p.m. at First Christian exchange at 1 p.m. in
home of Sally Livesay, made by Dec. 16 by call- Sandy Brannon and AnChurch.
1604 Sycamore St.
ing Janet Fitch, Debbie nie Knight.
Keller, Vicky Holton or A substitute wll be
Alcoholics Anonymous
Dairy Wives Barbara Malinauskas.
Gaye friaverstock.
will meet at 8 p.m. in west
section of Livestock and Homemakers Club will
meet at 11 a.m. in home
Exposition Center.
IRA G. CORN,JR.
of Mary Clark Hull.
"our patience will achieve
NORTH
12-14-A
Murray Assembly No.
•K 5
South Pleasant Grove more than our force " —
19 Order of the Rainbow
VQJ
for Girls will meet at 7 Homemakers Club will Edmund Burke.
•J 7 5 4 2
in
home
11
meet
a.m.
at
p.m. at lodge hall.
4r A 1097
West needs patience and
of Martha Butterworth.
WEST
EAST
hope if he wants to beat •A 10 8 6 3
•9 42
Coldwater Baptist
•A 9 7 5
Overeaters Anonymous today's catchy game. With •1083
Church Women will meet
neither, declarer will make •Q 9 3
•10 6
p.m.
at
12:30
meet
at
will
at 6:30 p.m. in home of
•K 6 3
an easy nine tricks to score +42
Valerie Henderson. A Murray-Calloway County his game ana rubber.
SOUTH
potluck supper will be Hospital.
•Q J 7
Dummy's spade king wins
_
K62
the first trick and dummy's
served.
•A K 8
Make Today Count will heart queen is played. East
4QJ85
Poplar Spring Baptist meet at 1:30 p.m. in third hops up with his heart ace to
Vulnerable: Both Dealer
Church Women will meet floor classroom, Murray- return the spade four and South. The bidding.
at 7 p.m. at Western Calloway County declarer plays the queen. South West North
East
What should West play?
Hospital.
Sizzlin'Steak House.

THE ACES

Adult Entertainment

Xmmantieue —
Joy Of A Woman (X)
1:z Sylvia gristal
— 18 or over only —

Also Available At
MICHELSON'S in Mayfield

SYLVESTER
STALLONE
MICHAEL
CAINE

.1E411E16 Bel Air Conte,'

VICTORY
Murray
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Christmas Gift Time
,
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Is Now At Harrell's
i
Snow Sleds - Toboggins
Work Boots. Western Boots ,i
Hunting Knives - Tools
Corning Ware - Kitchen Acces.
Group OfSmall kitchen
Appliances $10.00 off
Free Gift Wrap

1

Insulated Vests, Jackets, Coveralls
Northerner Beets
By Serves-Mode In USA

_

All
pass
Opening lead: Spade six

tricks. And if he takes a losing club finesse, East will
have his third spade to lead
to West's winners.
Bid with Corn
South holds

12-I4-B

*9 4 2
IP A 9 7 5 4
•106
4K 6 3

North
I.
3V

South
IV

ANSWER: Four hearts.
Nothing extra, however, a
five card suit and two prime
cards make the game a reasonable bet.

Freesia,
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Wholesale & Retail Meat
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Calloway County's Complete Forms SvipplySfeee

Murray, Ky.

3 NT

he Charge For Carting, Wrapping

Harrell's Farm & Home Supply.
Hwy.94E.
;2. 4.444f•e

Country Ham
Steak
Sausage
Bacon
Pork Chops
Frozen Vegetables
1 And Don't Forget Gibson: Will Ship A Christmas Hem
Anywhere In The U.S.A.

Pass

Sides of Choice Beef
Guaranteed Tender
29

WESTERN WEAR
,Plaumamibier: r tridr:nift yi
ar
.
l i
urv
Pov
.. 004

They Can Select From:

1 NT

225 Lb. To 325 Lb.

Free Almanacs & Calendars
Special Price This'leek
Precision Garden Seeders LT

Give A Gift For The
Whole Family...
A Gift Certificate From Gibson Ham Co.

If West takes his spade
ace and returns a spade, it
will be a long wait until the
diamond queen becomes an
entry. Declarer will win the
third spade and play the top
diamonds in hopes of dropping a doubleton queen.
When that fails, he will fall
back on the club finesse to
make just nine tricks (had
spades been 4-4. it would be
better to relinquish a diamond trick).
West beats the game if he
ducks the second round of
spades, hoping to find East
with at least three spades
and another quick entry.
After declarer wins the second spade, he has no way to
make the game. If he gives
up a diamond to West. West
will take his three spade

753-7862

10 7 N 3rd St

iF

Sheaf'Cleaver
mt•

Mame 753•1‘411I.Accept Feed
StUS
NOUS;7:00 S:00 AM.-Fri.

Orily hder& Inspected

Tuesday, Thursday, Friday
S. Saturday
coo TN 5:00

Meat Market In Murray"

Evelyn's Beaulfloloir
753-2511
Full Family Service

Centrel Shopping Conte,
•

19 41 Ky.. LEDGER & TIMM.Moeda,. leer

1'%GE S 11W. Mt
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Celebration
PlannedSunday
Mr. and Mrs. John M.
McCuiston, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn., will
celebrate their 58th wedding anniversary Swiday,
Dec. 20, with a reception
In the fellowship hall of
Hazel Baptist Church.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
Cell between the hours of
2to5 p.m.
The reception will be
hosted by their five
daughters, Mrs. Futrel
(Barbara) Aldridge,
Thirza Jane Hall, Mrs.
Bill (Brenda) Kennedy,
Mrs.Dan(Joan)Gardner
and Mrs. Cordie (Jean)
McDougal, and their son,
John Michael McCuiston
and his wife, Patti.
The couple was mar-

ried Dec. 30, 1931, at
Bowling Green, Ohio.
Their attendants were
Ray and Myrtle Limiter,
brother-in-law and sister
of the groom,Hazel.
Mrs. McCuiston,
daughter of the late
William and Thirza
Welby of Lands End,Penzance, England, retired
from Murray-Calloway
County Hospital in June
1974.
McCuiston, son of the
Late Robert Dawson McCuiston and Lucy Jane
McCuiston of Calloway
County, retired from
Puryear Nursing Home
in January 1981.
The couple has 12
grandchildren and one
great-grandchild.

Look At What
You Get Free
With Any Model
Anana
tinly Ward Elkins Murray
Offers These Big Bonuses

34oltkall

•Coois by time or cooks to temperature with
remarkable. accuracy
'Even holds at temperature-10 -Tendetrte
economy cuts of meat
*A wide range of cookmatic power levels
because different foods cook best at different speeds
'Advanced memory
Remembers to
defrost, hold. start cooking by time, then
cook to temperature at the same or a dif;
terent Coo•rnatic setting. All witAlust one
set of instructions
'Even remembers the time of day
*Automatic start time
'
Separate timer you can use anytime even
when cooking
*Stainless steel interior

Mr. and Mrs. John M. MeCuision

HEALTH
Confusion about diabetes
DEAR DR. LAMB — Can IGT. It is a good idea to lose
you give me some informa- any excess fat you have if
tion on the different causes you happen to be in that
for diabetes? I've just found group so I don't disagree
out I'm on the borderline of with your doctor's adviCe
it. My test ran from 110 to about losing weight.
150 during a five-hour tolerThe IGT group has fasting
ance test. Right now I'm on plasma glucose levels of 140
a 1,500 calorie diet with no mg or less and after glucose
medication for two months. Loading for your test it rises
My weight was 133 and I'm to 200 or more but then falls
5 feet 2 and 55 years old.
to between 200 and 140 withDEAR REAbER — The in two hours. These patients
classification of diabetes has used to be called borderline
undergone repeated revi- diabetics.
sions as the medical profesTo help you sort out the
sion learns more about the changes in thinking about
disease — or diseases, as diabetes I am sending you
what we call diabetes can The Health Letter number
often be different things. No 18-10, Hyperglycemia: The
wonder such things as diet Diabetic Problem. Others
and questions about inherit- who want this issue can send
ance are so confusing to the 75 cents with a long,
public.
stamped, self-addressed
To start with, under the envelope for it to me,in care
most recent criteria you of this newspaper, P.O. Box
probably do not have 1551, Radio City Station,
diabetes. You have no symp- New York, NY 10019.
toms and what you really
Many people were diaghave is "impaired glucose nosed as having diabetes
tolerance," abbreviated as solely on the basis of a glu-

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
cose tolerance test. The not to drink any more milk.
most commonly used crite- Seems like we are damned
ria (Fajans-Conn) resulted in we do and damned if if
over diagnosis. To put it don't. What do you think? we
bluntly, most people wit*
DEAR READER — I
had abnormal tests never
developed real diabetes at think your brother either got
all. They just had abnormal something confused or be
levels of blood glucose. In got some medical misinforone series only 27 percent of mation. The calcium you
the patients with abnormal ingest does not settle in your
tests ever developed clinical joints and it does not make
arthritis worse and it does
diabetes.
Incidentally, you need to not cause arthritis.
pay careful attention to
The calcium in your
whether values are quoted bloodstream is kept within
as plasma glucose or. blood narrow limits regardless of
glucose. Plasma values are how much calcium you
normally 15 percent higher consume. If you don't absorb
than blood glucose values.
enough calcium then calciDEAR DR. LAMB — You um -is mobilized from your
keep saying that older wom- bones to maintain your level
en and men need adequate (which increases bone
milk to guard against osteo- softening).
porosis. My brother was told
If you consume a lot
by a doctor to not drink milk than you need, much ofmore
it is
because calcium sets up in not even absorbed through
your joints and makes the intestinal wall into your
arthritis worse as you. get body. The danger is almost
older. He is 49 and is not always in not getting enough
very bothered yet, but his
rather than getting
friend the doctor told him calcium,
too much.

Birth R eported

Nativity Scene
Challenged By City

SUITER GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Suiter, Fox Meadows,are
the parents of a daughter,
Kristin Nicole, weighing
seven pounds 2% ounces,
measuring 19/
3
4 inches,
born Saturday, Oct. 24, at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have one son,
Jeramie Wells Suiter,3.

Touch made
With the exclusive
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Cooking System

REG.S599

NW ONLY
_21

Model MIL-97A

1 4 4

I

• RoTAWAVE(TM) Cooking System • Limited edition styling • Touchmatic control •
Cooks by time or temperature•Ten Cookmate Power Levels•Proven safety •
700 watts of mittOwave power •Stainless steel interior.

Your Individual
Horoscope

A $399 VALUE
• E•clusrke ROTAINAVE(TkA,
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Grandparents are Sue
Allison, Gerald Suiter
and Mr. and Mrs. Jim
White. Greatgrandparents are Melba
Suiter, Faye Jewel,
Naomi White and Ohs
Beach. Great-greatgrandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Willis Fielder,
Ada Smith and Crete
Suiter.

By The Associated Press scene.
Attorney Sandra BlanA city-sponsored nativity scene being challenged ding of the ACLU said
in Rhode Island may people viewing the creche
represent the birth of "clearly see it as the city
Jesus, but it's also a supporting the religious
secular symbol that meaning of the nativity
"Christmas is here, it's scene."
But McMahon said the
time to shop," the city's
lawyer has testified.
scene doesn't violate the
William F. McMahon, separation of church and
Frames Drake
representing Pawtucket, state because it "has a
FOR TUESDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1981
R.I., asked a three-judge dual symbolism. A symWhat kind of day will tomor- LIBRA
panel of the 1st U.S. Cir- bol that Christmas is row be? To find
out what the (Sept.23 to Oct.22) ---r2E
cuit Court of Appeals in here, it's time to shop, stars say, read the forecast
New acquaintances intrigue
time
decorate
to
the
Boston on Thursday to
given for your birth Sign.
you now. Be sure to accept inhouse,
make
to
rum
stay a Nov. 10 order from
vitations, especially from
a lower court that said cake...It has acquired innearby friends. Your popidari.
dependent
secular
meanto Apr.1.91_
Pawtucket could- not set fine/
ty is on the upswing.
(Mar.-21
up or maintain the'
Consult with agents and ad- SCORPIO 4F
The appeals court did visers about creative work. (Oct.23 to Nov.21)
display is has erected
It's a good time to seek a
every Christmas for 40 not say when it would Relations with children and
issue its decision, but in- cultural endeavors are
raise or to promote career inyears.
dicated it could come as stimulating. Make travel terests. Present your views to
The dispute over the early as today.
higher-ups. Expect financial
plans.
Pawtucket creche is
gains.
The large number of TAURUS
similar to battles over nativity displays on (APr•20
6€17 SAGITRUt.°MaY20)
nativity scenes in the public property this year Meet with loan officers (Nov. 22to Dec.21)
Good news comes from a
South Dakota Capitol "are just the tip of the about mortgages and home
rotunda and over a iceberg," said Stephen improvements. Money due distance. Make holiday plans
creche in Denver. While Pevar, who has handled you should arrive now. Family to visit friends. Talks with
others lead to a new
some people see the similar cases as regional talks are productive.
perspective on life.
GEMINI
nativity scenes as non- counsel for the ACLU's
(May 21 to June 20) 11$
9 CAPRICORN
religious symbols of the Mountain States office in Go all-out to improve rein- (Dec.22 to Jan. 19) 10W:1
holidays, others say they Denver.
A private chat is helpful
lions with others. Your powers
violate the constitutional
"I think the church and of persuasion charm people. careerwise. Involvement with
separation of church and state issues are going to Find constructive outlet for charitable activities is gratifying. Financial moves are
state.
be the single most impor- creativity.
L,..4 favored.
CANCER
The creche , in tant civil rights issues in
(June 21 to July 22) ‘41.C9*-4 AQUARIUS
=AA
Pawtucket is on display the '80s," he said.
New assignments should (Jan. 20W Feb. 18)
In Pierre, S.D., a prove lucrative. Utilize intuianyway.The city of 71,000
If you have a pet hobby, why
sold it last week to the nativity scene was lion to benefit career. Shopp- not join a club where you can
Citizens Committee to erected in the Capitol frig leads to new purchases for share this interest with
others? Accompany a close
Continue Christmas, rotunda for the first time the home.
friend to a party.
which erected it on in memory. Gov. Bill LEO
private land next to city- Janklow, a Lutheran (July 23 to Aug.22) 412t4C1 PLSCES
owned secular displays. whose late father was You impress people (Feb. 19toMar. 20)
favorably, but clarify your obYou may receive recogniThe group that owns the Jewish,ordered the scene
jectives before talking with tion for work done in the past.
nativity scene plans to put up last month others. Creative types should Business affairs
proceed
sell it back to the city if alongside 14 Christmas seek interviews
smoothly. Utilize selfthe appeals court grants trees and a 5-foot figure VIRGO
discipline for success.
•
a stay while the city ap- of Santa.
(Aug.23toot.221
YOU BORN TODAY have
The ACLU plans to stie From a behind-the-scenes financial acumen and would
peals U.S.*District Judge
Raymond J. P'ettine's rul- the state to force removal vantage point, you'll make be successful as head of your
ing. The judge had ruled of the nativity scene, progress now. You'll find the own business. Often you are
the city violated the Con- ACLU chairwoman answers to old problems lie found in businesses allied to
wn yourself.
the arts.
stitution by putting up the Evelyn Griesse said.
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SAVE
$100

FREE
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Touckmatie Candymakei A
129 9 etail v,lue Cook your
favorite candies to perfection'

An $89.85
Retail Value

Free With
Purchase of Any
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OFFER EXPIRES DEC. 24

In
Pizzo Crisper
A !,1-,2t)95
retail value Alms your
Radarange Oven into a
toaster oven

A S29 95
Cottee Maker
retail value Fresh brewe •
taste without cottee waste

Popcorn Popper
A S29 95
retail value Enjoy delicious
popcorn in only 4 minules
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OPENING IN JANUARY
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Phone
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and the ICEICINd

SYNOPSIS: Oonik has
asked Santa to visit the Ice
King and talk him into
ending the continuous
winter. Santa was at first
hesitant about taking the
assignment, but finally
agreed. Santa's helper still is
not convinced it's a good
idea.

CHAPTER SEVEN

_ BURNING THE TOYS

P;
..7
.4

*

t'rookeil-legged
knees jumped up aikl dow n in a
rage.
"You cannot leave Santa
Land!" he cried to Santa Claus.
"Who is going to invent toys
and show the fairies how to
make them? Who is going to
get things ready for next
Christmas?"
"Do be quiet, Patrick
Tweedle-knees," ordered
Santa. "You know very well
there may be no Christmas if
the Ice king freezes up the
whole world."
"But it's dangerous!"
shouted Tweedleknees. lie
turned and shook his tiny fist
in Oonik's face. "Ph, you! Why
did you ever come here with
your big fat ideas?"
"Don't mind him," said
Santa taking Oonik's arm. "He
makes a big noise to cover up
his kind heart. Come, let's be
on our way."
"How will you travel, may I
ask?" persisted Tweedleknees.
"The reindeer are gone."
Santa said, "Well, I'll think

of something."
"Kyoto!. van take us!" spoke
up Oonik. "K enitik's my dog.
Ile can take us anywhere.
Except " he dropped his
head. "Except I have lost my
sled."
"Why, that's nothing!"
exclaimed Santa. "I can make
us a sled."
"Nothing of the sort," said
Tweed lek nees huffily.
make the sled. I'm the chief
sled-maker around here, please
remember."
Santa chuckled. "Very well.
Have it ready in an hour's
time. Now Oonik you go with
Tweedleknees and I'll go see to
Mrs. Claus."
Still grumbling, hut anxious
now to show what he could do,
Tweedleknees crawled up the
pile of hay with Oonik behind
him. They started down the
ladder with Tweedleknees
leading the way.
Oonik found that going down
the strange contraption was
much harder than going up.
When he had gone half way he
made the mistake of looking at
the ground. His head whirled,
he missed his footing, and
slipped down on Tweedleknees'
head.
With a whoosh they came
tumbling to the ground.
"I'm sorry!" cried Oonik,
jumping to his feet.
Tweedleknees lay motionless
in the snow. "Are you hurt?"
cried Oonik in alarm. But

Tv.ceillek nees lay like one
dead. Suddenly Keutuk
bounded up. Eagerly he licked
the dwarf's face. Instantly
Tweedleknees leaped up.
"What is that thing?" he
shouted in horror.
Keotuk, my dog," said
Oonik. "He's only trying to
help you."
Tweedleknees drew in his
breath. It seemed he was about
to let out a torrent of abuse and
Oonik's knees shook with fear.
But Tweedleknees merely
sighed.
"Come on," he said huffily.
"But please don't walk close to
me for goodness only knows
what you might do next." And
he marched glumly away-with
Oonik obediently trailing 10
feet behind.
Presently they turned into
the door of a long low building
nearly covered by snow. Oonik
gasped at what he saw.
At one end of the room a
group of silver-winged fairies
huddled around a stove that
held no fire. In the middle of
the room there were long
tables, row on row, and on the
tables were such toys as Oonik
had never seen or heard of.
There were kites and wagons
and skates and baseball bats.
There were fire engines and
boxing gloves and doll houses
and toy drums.
Oonik's eyes popped and he
stood with his mouth wide
open unable to move or speak.

by lucrece Beale

Tweedleknees shook his tiny fist in Oonik's face.
But Tweedleknees marched up
to the fairies and said, "Bring
me tools and wood. I have a
sled to make."
The fairies, shivering and
clattering their teeth, • shook
their heads. "There's no wood
to build a fire to keep warm by.
How can we find you wood for
a sled?"
Tweedleknees snapped his
fingers. "Use the toys for
firewood," he said. "And I'll
take these wagons apart to

build a sled."
"What?" cried the Queen
Fairy in consternation.
"Destroy the toys we've
already made?"
"Santa himself is going to
settle things with the Ice
King," said Tweedleknees
importantly. "When he comes
back there'll be summer again
for sure and when the ice melts
we'll find wood enough for a
nitinntain of toys."
Next: Oonik Builds an Igloo

Schools May Take
Long Winter Breaks
To Ease Energy Costs
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(A?) — Soaring energy
costs eventually could
force Tennessee colleges
and universities to take
long winter breaks during
cold weather, a Board of
Regents official says.
Norman Johnson, vice
chancellor for facilities
development, gave that
report to the board Thursday. He said new insulation, conversion from
electricity to coal, storm
windows and similar
measures have cut
energy consumption at 16
state schools by 32 percent in six years.
Nonetheless, he said,
utility costs for the six
universities and 10 community colleges under the
board's jurisdiction totaled $11.7 million during
the 1980-81 school year,
up 73 percent from $5.9
million five years ago.
Without conservation
measures, he said, the
utility bills would have
totaled $24.8 million.
"We are looking at
longer-range technical
advances," he said. But,
he added, "We will soon
exhaust the realistic
technological energy conservation measures
available to us."
As a result, Johnson
suggested that in the
future schools may have
to consider longer winter
breaks and such things
as:
—,Rescheduling classes
so academic buildings
can be closed earlier. •
—Reducing library
hours at universities.
—Closing little-used
buildings.
Such proposals would
"have significant effects
-on -the way an institution
performs its • role,"
Johnson's report said.
"These actions would require careful, individual
analysis in each case.

Each program must be
considered before any
such action' is undertaken."
Johnson cited statistics
to show that conservation
measures have dropped
total energy consumption
by 25,000 British Thermal
Units, a measure of
energy — since 1976.
He said universities
have reduced energy consumption by 29 percent,
community colleges by 53
percent and the entire
system by 32 percent.
This is a reduction of 29
percent for the universities, 53 percent for the
community colleges and
32 percentfor the system.
Based on the utility
costs each year for the
past six years, he said, it
would have cost $13.1
million to pay for the
energy which was saved.
Johnson also reported
that five community colleges have coal boilers
for their heat and others
are being installed. He
said coal costs have increased only 2 percent
per year — from $34 per
ton in 1976 to $44 per ton
now.
'The colt of natural gas
has increased 13 percent
a year, the report said,
'but "with decontrol is expected to accelerate very
rapidly the next several
years." The cost of gas
has risen from 15 cents
per 100 cubic feet in 1976
to 25 cents today. •
Fuel oil has increased
from 38 cents to $2.45 per
gallon during the same
period — an increase of 27
percent per year over
five years.
Electricity costs have
increased most sharply
— 180 percent since 1976
— from 1.6 cents per
kilowatt hour in 1976 to 4.5
cents now, the report
said.

Careful Pet Selection
Urged For Holidays
MADISONVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Dogs and cats
and kids go together like
a well-worn shoe on a
corn-calloused foot.
They are comfortable
together.
However, if the shoe
and the corn are not matched perfectly with the
foot, then the human dogs
are going to do a lot of
barking.
The -same thing with
dogs,cats and kids.
If they are not matched
to some degree, chances
are neither the child nor
the pet are going to be too
happy with each other.
A lot of children will be
getting pets this
Christmas, and the
Humane Society urges
that these pets be
selected very carefully
for the particular child.
A good place to find a
pet is the local animal
shelter.
Animals, like people,
are different. Dogs and
cats, especially dogs,
come in all sizes.
Before obtaining a dog,
a family should decide
the size of the dog they
can co-exist with.
A sleek beautiful Great
Dane may look the
epitome of grace as he
el
across an open
field,
But, put this same dog
in a cramped city apartment, and it becomes a
bulldozer looking for a
mountain to level.
The moral is to look
several months ahead for
the cute, cuddly puppy,
unless you have a mountain that you w. it level-

ed.
If you are going for the
purebred animal then the
American Kennel Club
advises that you do a
thorough study of breeds
before committing
yourself to an animal.
Dog breeds come in all
sizes,shapes and colors.
Each breed has its own
personality.
For example, a
dachshund was bred to
hunt badgers, moles and
other underground
rodents.
It is the natural instinct
of this breed to dig, and
no amount of discipline is
going to extract that instinct out of him or her —
especially if the dog gets
the whiff of a mole.
If you're a lawn buff,
then a dachshund is
definitely not the breed
for you.
The breeds have their
own temperment.
If the owner is a highstrung person,he or she
certainly does not need a
dog or a cat of the same
temperment because the
two are bound to clash
sooner or later.
Puppies of many
breeds can be deceiving.
What once was a handful of joy came,in a matter of months, bp larger
than a 4-year-old child
and twice as rambunctious.
If it's a purebred then
study the breed and know
what the adult will be like
in size and disposition.
If the dog is mixed
breed, then ask questions
about its mother and, if
possible, about the
father.

Paycheck Arrested
JEFFERSON CITY,
Mo. (AP) — Country
singer Johnny Paycheck
was arrested Sunday on a
warrant charging him
with sexual assault-on a
minor in Wyoming, police
PaprecitiVaa arrested
at a motel- about 6:30.
p.m.,shortly after he performed at the Misstairi
S-te Penitentiary, said
Jk Jerson
City Police
C. 't. Frank Finke.

v
e-

The warrant for.
Paycheck was issued on a
request by authorities in
Casper, Wyo.,Finke said.
Details of the charge
were not released.
The singer was+.z.I.ked on the charge-and was-eV ‘1P47
peetei -to be-,46-nrsigncd
Monday morning, Finke •
said. He was expected to
spend the night at the
Cole County Jail, Finke
said.
'R
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Fair Rites
Conducted

I

Emerson
Services
Tuesday

Private graveside services for Cteatus Fair,
Hamlin, were Sunday at
Services for Emma
Murray City Cemetery. Christenberry Emerson,
J. H. Churchill Funeral 97,610 Ellis Drive, will be
Home was in charge of Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the
arrangements.
chapel of BlalockFair, 75, died Monday, Coleman Funeral Home
Dec. 7, at 12:05 a.m. at with the Rev. R. J. BurMurray-Calloway county poe officiating.
Hospital. Cremation
Burial will follow in
followed.
Outland Cemetery.
The deceased was a
Friends may call at the
retired machinist for funeral home.
Union Carbide Company.
The deceased died SunBorn Dec. 23, 1905, in day at 11 a.m. in her
Calloway County, he was home. Her husband,John
the son of the late Robbie M. Emerson, died Nov.
Fair and Versie Harrison 22, 1954. A member of
Fair.
Lone Oak Primitive BapSurvivors include his tist Church, she was born
widow, Agnes Dawson April 24, 1884, in Graves
Fair; two daughters San- County to the late
dra Ventura, Nashville, William Christenberry
Tenn., and Nancy an Mary Ann Suiter
Whitlock, Flughan; three Christenberry.
sisters, Alice Jackson,
Survivors include three
Fort Myers, Fla., and daughters, Myrtie
Mildred Gladdish and Lowenthal, Burns, Term.,
Christine Harper, Lincoln Nellie Bell, 502 South
Park, Mich.; a brother, Seventh St., and Ann Lee
Billy Fair, Hamlin.
Garrison,610 Ellis Drive;
,a spm*Willie B. Emerson,
Rt. 2.; a sister-in-law,
Meddy Christenberry,
Murray.
Also surviving are nine
grandchildren,
19 greatServices for Harold T.
grandchildren, and 11
Boyd, 71, Rt. 2, were togreat -great-'
day at 2 p.m. in the grandchildren.
chapel of J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the
Rev. Randolph Allen and
the Rev. Larry Salmon
officiating.
Honorary pallbearers
Services for Terry
were members of Men's
Sunday School Class of Pogue, Berkley, Mich.,
Northside Baptist Church formerly of Calloway
where Boyd was a County, will be Wednesmember and deacon. Ac- day at 11 a.m. in the
tive pallbearers were Joe chapel of Max Churchill
Ed, Tommy and David Funeral Home with the
Boyd, Steve and Guthrie Rev. Carl Noel officiating
McNeely and Charles and Oneida White as
Jackson.
orga .tst and soloist.
B rial wil follow in Old
Burial was in Murray
Salem Cemetery.
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the
Boyd died Saturday at
3:10 p.m. at Murray- funeral home after 6 p.m.
Calloway County Tuesday.
Pogue, 93, a retired
Hospital. Born Dec. 3,
1910, he was the son of the farmer, died Sunday at
late Henry Clay Boyd and 12:35 p.m. at William
Nettie Garland Boyd. One Beaumont Hospital,
son, Harold Thomas Royal Oak, Mich. His
Boyd, Jr., died Dec. 28, wife, Oliie Downs Pogue,.
preceded him in death. A
1973.
Survivors include his member of a Baptist
widow, Lovella Colson Church, he was born
Boyd, to whom he was Sept. 1, 1888, in Trigg
married Feb. 17, 1934; a County to the late
daughter, Mrs. Charles Frances Marion Pogue
(Mary Ann) McCuiston, and Mary Elizabeth
2006 Gatesboro; a son, Wright Pogue.
Survivors include two
Max Boyd, Rt. 2; a sister,
Mrs. John (Lavirn) daughters, Mrs. John
McNeely, 305 South 15th (Ethie) Parker and
St.; two brothers, Milton Gracie Harris, Berkley,
Boyd, Paducah, and Haf- Mich.; 'two sons, Arthur
Pogue, Livonia, Mich.,
ford Boyd,Owensboro.
Also surviving are and Landis Pogue, Royal
three grandchildren, Oak, Mich.; a half
Sheila McCuiston Ward, brother, Elvis Compton,
Shan McCuiston and Cadiz; seven grandJenise Boyd; a great- children; 10 greatgrandchildren.
grandson,Gabe Ward.

Services
For Boyd
In Chapel

Pogue Rites
Wednesday •
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Stock Market

Khadafy Continues Economy Shakeup
By ROBERT
McCARTNEY
Amociated Press Writer
TRIPOLI, Libya (AP)
— First Col. Moammar
Khadafy confiscated
millions from the bank
accounts of the rich. Then
he -shut down thousands
of small food and clothing
shops and replaced them
with government-run
supermarkets.
The Libyan leader's
next step toward a centralized economy is
scheduled in January. A
single, governmentcontrolled pay scale is to

go into effect for an
workers in the country.
The new wage law, announced earlier this
month by the
government-controlled
news media,is similar tithe U.S. Civil Service
salary system in some
respects. All employees
of Libyan companies will
be placed in one of 16
salary grades, according
tothe jobs they perform.
Within each wage grade,
there are 10 graduated
steps reflecting an
employee's education

worker expects her
salary to jump from $366
a month to We.
Western diplomats and
basinessmen say the
changeover probably will
disrupt the economy for
some time. Besides
creating huge
bureaucratic problems
for those trying to assign
the country's 3 million
workers to the appropriate pay densification', Western analysts
believe the more skilled,
higher-paid workers will
produce less when they
realize hard work won't
get them a bigger pay
check.
"Our best Libyan
technicians and field personnel will suffer the
Badeen, 25, with a loan
We've always been
from his father, the Rev:, most.
able to offer the carrot of
Alfred John Badeen.
higher pay for them, but
Efforts to reach the Ba- now it's gone," said a
deens Sunday were unsuccessful. George BaDELAND,Fla.(AP) —
deen does not have a A life sentence has been
telephone listing, and a imposed on a Libyan stuman who answered the dent convicted of killing a
phone at Alfred Badeen's
a
nts by beating, burhouse said he was out of ' nd stabbing her.
town and unavailable. A
A
llah- Ben-Hamid,
recording advised callers 20, received the life
to Near East that the line sentence Saturday after a
was out of order.
jury recommended merWhile saying they have cy. He could have receivbeen trying to make ed the death penalty. His
military purchases, the defense attorney, John
Badeens say their deals Robinson, was hired by
were not completedthe Libyan government.
and yearses the job.
The lowest annual
salary under the new law
is $3.391. The big**,
with marknum seniority,
Is $27,329 a year.
The law is desipied to
narrow the gap between
the highest- and lowestpaid workers in the Libyan economy, in keeping with Kliadady's
socialist goals.
Many workers in the oil
industry will be hurt,
ye estern oil executives
say. But the pay of some
poorer Libyans will nearly double. One social

Western oilman, asking
anonyinity.
Khadafy Unposed the
new law without the
grass-roots debate he
purports to favor as part
of what be calls "direct
democracy." And in
reports on the law, the
government TV and radio
services have not mentioned that some workers
will be taking a cut in
Pay.
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Company Investigated
DETROIT (AP) — A trying to buy four-wheelDetroit company is under drive vehicles,
investigation for alleged- helicopters, uniforms,
ly trying to buy military tents, fragmentation
equipment for resale to vests and other material
Libya and other Middle to sell to Libya, Syria,
East countries, a publish- and other nations, the
ed report says.
newspaper said.
U.S. Customs officials
Federal rules prohibit
refused to confirm or the sale of such items as
deny the existence of an military helicopters,
investigation, but uniden- trucks and fragmentation
tified government vests to Libya and Syria.
sources cited by the Sale of items such as
Detroit News on Sunday uniforms, ambulances
said the firm, Near East and medical equipment
Trade and Development, may be allowed on a casehas been under scrutiny by-case basis.
for several months.
Near East Trade was
The company has been formed in 1978 by George
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Most Stores Open
Late Nights
Til Christmas

ELECIRONIcS SALE!
Give a 6-Band Portable Radio
Patrolman. C8-60
by Realistic

Astrological Computer/Calculator
For Zodiac Followers
EC-312 by Radio Shack

/US

'41•1ro

Batteries extra

UHF • VHF Hi/Lo• CB• FM • AM
All 40 CB channels, all three police
bands,fire, government VHF weather
stations, more. Dial light pushbutton,
all-band fine-tuning, dual telescopic
antennas, squelch control, headphone
jack. AC/battery operation. #12-766

r

• Computes Daily Horoscopes
• Doubles as a Handy
4-Function Calculator
Determines position and influence of the planets for any day,
More detailed than ordinary newspaper horoscopes. Easy-to-read
fluorescent.display. Save $18
#65-801

fai

Batteries extra

Save on Our One-Piece "Mini"
All-Electronic Telephone
ET-100 by Radio Shack

Outpost Office
At The

Murray
PCA Office Building
Hours:
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Tuesdays Only!
It

you

u

i&ould like to disc u%s long-term finaming talk
•

r4111

lil

Only 7" long, yet packed with conveniences not
found in ordinary phones— pleasant tone ringer
with silent/low/high switch—no harsh bell, mute
switch for privacy."Hangs up" on any flat surface.
Ready to plug in. FCC approved
White Mist, #43-284
as
Dark Brown, #43-285
Not for coin, party
or multi-line use
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Put a CB Under the Tree! With
Channel9 and 19 Switch

If
I

2-Player Electronic Football
For Exciting Hand-Held Action

TRC-422A by Realistic.

Enjoy a

visit in your

ifititne agoit

• 4•184-0

Reg.
49.96
• Auto-Redial • Universal Dial System

as
seen
on TV

)ew home.

Yor new home can be "Home Sweet Home" more
guckly after a WELCOME '"P•GON visit.
Tips about our neighbor
Tips about good place:
to shop. Useful gifts and Ir.
ions you can redeem for
more gifts from Chae•Mirldt,1 businesses. That's what
my ids.'loan atiout — and it's free.
•
A WELCOME WAGON call is easy Jo arrartge and is
such •'CpitTIT trilY:We'Ve t?ee
--n- ieetfri people for
OW 50 yearretrin 'left me.

gives
Big 42% price-cut! Priority switch
instant lccess to Emergeiicy Cr. 9 or
Highway Information Ch. 19. HYsteresis
squelch prevents signal "chopping,"
silences CB between calls. LED channel
, readout, S/RF meter.With-lock-Plug mike.
#21-4503

Save

—
With rnoiintinig hardware

By

Tandy'

r

as
seen

For hours of ciiniputerized entertainment! Dual
controls let you and your foe,kick, pass and punt for
four quarter's of 4.ast-paced_spereti tion. "N r maI"
T56
ntreffeets.
or "pro" Speed' With atlibh

&diming Wised 753-3079
Hostesses

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio/haftStore or Dealer Nearest You

firselsori Vag(Asst.)42.!34$
Mary l'oewitte- Aso% 741.557o
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Hood,Racers Slam YSU,
67-63,In 'White-Knuckle/a'
By KEN WALKER
Sports Writer
Had television commentator Al McGuire
been in attendance at the
Murray State Youngstown State game
Saturday night at Racer
Arena, he would have
called it a "real whiteknuckler."
Coach Ron Greene's
Racers, who seem to be
following in the tradition
of last year's 17110 squad
that had a penchant for
playing games down to
the wire, notched an incredible comeback win
over the Penguins from
Youngstown,67-63.
The Racers outscored
the Penguins, 26-8, in the
last 11 minutes of the contest, erasing a 14-point
deficit, 55-41, which had
appeared to be a safe lead
for Youngstown.
"We always believe we
can win," Greene said of
his team's comeback,
which raised the Racers'
record to 5-2 and marked
their third straight close
win. "That's one of the
thing's that I like so much
about athletics. You play
until the whistle blows,
and that's what our team
did - we found a way to
win."
MSU's big second-half
run began when, trailing

55-41, the Racers' junior
frontcourter Ricky Hood
produced four straight
points, the latter two
coming on a tremendous
slam dunk after a
picture-perfect pass from
guard Glen Green on a
three-on-one break.
When asked what the
turning point in the game
was, Greene smiled and
simply said, "Hood's
dunk." The slam by Hood
brought the crowd of 5,200
to their feet, and the spectators remained standing
for the rest of the evening.
"The crowd really
helped," senior supersub
Tony Slaughter, who exploded for 17 points off
the bench, said. "It's the
best crowd we've had in
the two years I've been
here. You really couldn't
hear yourself think. It
helped pump us up."
As the Racers slowly
continued to chop away at

"That's the way
YOU want
it."
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the Youngstown lead,
Hood, the 6-foot-7 horse
from Montgomery,
Alabama, asserted
himself under the basket,
scoring 10 of his 18 points
and grabbing half of his
16 rebounds in the second
period.
"We weren't going to
the boards or playing real
hard in the first half,"
Hood said."We were taking it too easy, but we just
sucked it up in the second
half and started getting
some breaks."
One of the Racers'
breaks came with 2:36 to
play when the Penguins'
point guard, Rob Carter,
exited with an ankle injury. YSU coach Dom
Rosselli inserted 5-foot-10
junior John Goodson into
the game, and Goodsga,
proved to be the goat.
Four times in the last
2:13, Goodson went to the
free throw line with oneand-one opportunities.
Four times he missed the
front end.
"Carter's our only true
point guard," the
venerable Rosselli, in his
38th year as Penguins'
coach,explained."It hurt
not to have our
playmaker because Murray is a good pressing
team."
Of Goodson's pathetic
foul shooting, Rosselli
said, "That's a strange
thing. He's normally a
good foul shooter, he'll hit
24 of 25 in practice. But
the crowd put a lot of
pressure on him, and he
felt the tension. The
crowd here is like a sixth
man."
That crowd exploded
when Goodson missed his
fourth straight free throw
with 38 seconds left.
Three seconds later,
Green was fouled by
Youngstown's Jeff
Gilliam and stepped to
the line for an attempt at
breaking a 61-61 tie. He
did just that, swishing

RICHARDSON. TREVATHAN & HOWE
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

take pleasure in announcing that
effective January 1, 1982 their firm name
will be changed to
RICHARDSON, HOWE, WILSON & CUNNINGHAM
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
301 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Robert T. Cunningham, CPA
Edgar L. Howe, Jr., CPA

Bethel Richardson, CPA
Jerry W. Alton, CPA

Joe Pat Trevathan, CPA

Sina Richardson, CPA

(502) 753-2424

December, 1981

two straight to give the
Racers the lead for good.
"I knew we needed
them," Green, who
scored 12 points in the
game, said. "I've been in
that spot before. I blew a
couple of them when I
was a freshman, but that
type of experience has all
paid off now,I guess."
Slaughter ,sealed the
win with 11 seconds left,
hitting two free throws,
and added a layup at the
buzzer. It was a fitting
end to the contest, for the
exciting Slaughter had
provided the spark for the
Racers' victory with
what he called his "best
game of the year."
Youngstown, now 2-3,
was led by sophomore
guard Art McCullough
with 22 points. McCullough was a red-hot
11-of-14 from the field but
rarely touched the ball
down the stretch while
the Penguins' lead
crumbled. Center Steve
Martin added 15 for YSU.
The Racers' two conference wins over Akron
and Youngstown give
them a jump in the Ohio
Valley Conference race.
Greene said the two wins
were • more meaningful
than Saturday's game at
Bradley.
"Bradley's the most
talented team on our
schedule," the Racer
coach said, "and it's got
to be one of the 10
toughest places to play in
the country."
If form 'follows,
however, the game in
Peoria, Illinois, will be
another "white
knuckler."
MURRAY STATE(67)
Hanwnonds 3-7, 5-5, 11; Davis 140,04,
2; Hood 8-13, 2-3, 18; Green 4-11, 4-4, 12;
McDuffen 1-4, 0-0, 2; Slaughter 7-10, 3-5,
17;Sanders01,1-2, 1; Curran 1-3,0-1, 1;
Stewart 1-2, 0-0, 2.
YO1INGSTOWN STATE(113)
Klenovich 2-9, 2-2.6; Williams 1-2,0-0,
2; Martin 6-8, 3-5, 15; Art McCullough
11-14, 0-0, 22; Carter 2-3, 01, 4; Gilliam
0.1, 2-2, 2; Alexander 3-4,0-0,6; Goodson
1-1,0-4, 2; Robinson 2-2,0-0,4.
Halftime- MSU 28, YS4.1.44:

Lady Racers
Lose Again
Despite 18 points from
-center Diane Oakley, the
Murray State Lady
Racers dropped their
fourth decision in five
games this season with a
64,56 _loss at Louisville_
Saturday.
The first half proved to
be the undoing for Coach
Jean Smith's MSU team,
as the Lady Cardinals
from U of L raced to a 3824 halftime lead.
Louisville, now 3-1, was
led by Erica Washington
with 11 points.
Washington had scored 37
points in a game last year
against the Lady Racers
in Murray.
In addition to Oakley's
18, Murray State had two
other double-figure
scorers. Sophomore
guard Mina Todd had 16
and freshman forward
Sharon Cooper added 10.
The Lady Racers have
a long break' until their
next game, January 2 at
Western Kentucky.

Chevrolet

Get It To Go At Granny's
And, Enjoy Tour Family
These Holidays
753-4477
BREAKFASTSPECIAL
6 a.m. to 11 a.m.
1 Egg, 1 Sanyo, Nuoit
&Dry Only
951 Thr.ow;25
'itsi
Ivory*nay "PLATE 11111010"
I Mu?, 3 Vositsbkr, hr.i Dossort
$3,5

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

1980 Pontiac Grand Prix
Brown, saddle interior, V8, rally wheels,
AM-FM, cruise, rear window defog,
power steering, power brakes, air condition. Miles 27,620

$6275.00

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEYOOLET
GM QUALITY
GM 641 S.
SERVICE PARTS
Murray
GDUZAL Mar0115PARTS WIDOW

753-2617

SUPER SLAM - The turning point of Saturday's Murray State win over Youngstown State came when
Ricky Hood (54) brought the house down with this slam dunk.
-Photo By Sonny Parks

Tar Heels, Wildcats, Cardinals,

Wichita State Maintain Top Slots
By JOAN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
Louisville Coach Denny
Crum didn't think his
Cardinals had the killer
instinct. Tennessee State
Coach Ed Martin wasn:t
as sure.
"The game to me seemed like David vs. Goliath
minus the slingshot,"
Martin said.
Third -ranked
-LaniStrille got -13 points
from guard Jerry Eaves,
who led a balanced attack
that helped the Cardinals
squash Tennessee State
83-58 Saturday. The Cardinals, now 4-0, raced to a
24-4 lead in the first eight
minutes of the game, and
Eaves scored eight of
those points.
In other Top 10 games
Saturday,' top-ranked
North Carolina clobbered
South Florida 75-39;..No. 2
Kentucky fought off
highly regarded Kansas
77-74 in overtime; fourthranked Wichita State
defeated No.9 AlabamaBirmingham 75-60; sixthranked Iowa clobbered
Northern Iowa 84-53;
No.7 DePaul whipped
Santa Clara 80-58, and
10th-rated Indiana
defeated Penn State 80-51
to win the Indiana Classic
tournament.
Cal-Irvine, led by AllAmerican Kevin Magee,
staged the weekend's only upset of a ranked team,
beating No. 15 NevadaLas Vegas 82-70.
Elsewhere, No. 11
Arkansas defeated
Centenary 87-60; 12thranked Son Francisco
defeated Chico State 10569; No. 13 Missouri handled Baylor 70-51; No. 14
Tulsa defeated Oral
Roberts 80-63 in the'Oil
Capital Classic title
game; .r.6th-rated
Alabama beat Vanderbilt
79-69; No. 17 UCLA drubbed poston University 7743 ;• 18 t-h -ranked
Southwestern Louisiana
got by Fresno State 57-51
in the Bayou Classic; No.
It) Oregon State defeated

Pepperdine 84-69, and
20th-ranked Georgetown
beat American University 75-63.
On Sunday, Tim Reiser
scored 26 points and Ken
Epperson had 22 to lead
Toledo to an 85-81 overtime victory over Detroit.
The Top Ten
James Worthy and
freshman Michael Jordan each scored 16 points
ft:pace-North-Carolina,40, over a tough South
Florida team.
Derrick Hord scored
five of his 13 points in
overtime, including g
three-point play that gave
Kentucky the lead for
good, as the unbeaten
Wildcats won their fourth
straight in a game
against Kansas.
Freshman center Greg
Dreiling came off the
bench to score 14 points
and haul in seven rebounds, leading Wichita
State over AlabamaBirmingham.
Bob Hansen scored 21
points, and Iowa overcame an early deficit to
beat Northern Iowa.
Craig Anderson added 17
points for Iowa, 4-0,
which led 42-21 at the
half.
Skip Dillard had 19
points and four steals,
and DePaul did not allow
Santa Clara to get closer
than 14 points in the second half. The Blue
Demons Shot 72 percent
from the field, and Teddy
Grubbs and Terry Cummings each had 10 rebounds for DePaul,4-0.
Indiana, the 1981 NCAA
champion, cruised by
Penn State, getting 22
points from Randy Witt-man and another 19 from
Ted Kitchel, to win the Indiana Classic.
The Second Ten
Magee kora 28 points,
including 11 in the final
eight Minutes, to pace
unbeaten UC-Irvine over
Nevada -Las Vegas,
which has lost two in a
row.

Darrell Walker scored
eight points in an eightminute span during
which Arkansas
outscored Centenary 20-1.
Scott Hastingsled Arkansas, now 5-0, with 24
points, and Walker had
•
15.
Quintin Dailey led five
San Francisco players in
double figures with 25
points, and the 5-0 Dons
broke the -century mark
in scoring to clobber
Chico State. John
Hegwood had 18 for San
Francisco. s

seven blocked shots,
while Eric Floyd led the
Hoyas in scoring with 24.

Tournaments
Fred Roberts scored 24
points to help Brigham
Young beat Westeon
Carolina 86-63 in the title
game of their own Bayou
Classic. Illinois got 27
points from center James
Griffin to beat Texas
A&M 76-63 and win Its
own Illinois Classic.
Pace Mannion scored
12 points, including two
free throws with eight
seconds left, as Utah
Marvin "Moon" Mc- downed Arizona State 53Crary scored five of his
in the Utah Classic.
career-high 19 points dur- Phil Ward scored 30
ing a burst of 11 con- points as North Carolinasecutive points midway Charlotte beat Davidson
through the second half 78-71 in the First Union
by Missouri,4-0.
Holiday Classic.
Mike Anderson and
Kentucky State beat
Bruce Vanley both had 16 host Florida A&M 75-70
points to give Tulsa the ti- behind the 16 points of
tle in the Oil Capital Charles Myers in the
Classic over Oral Capital City Classic.
Roberts.
David Wade hit a short
with one second
jumper
Freshmen Ennis
Whatley and Bobby Lee left to give Marshall a 67Hurt helped Alabama 65 victory over Oklahoma
pull away from Vander- State in the title game of
bilt late in the game, and the Marshall Memorial
the Criminson Tide built Invitational tournament.
its record to 5-0. Whatley Unranked Teams
Notre Dame lost its
had 20 points and Hurt 19.
UCLA overcame a slug- fourth game in a row,
gish first half and bowing 70-65 to the Nordefeated Boston Univer- thern Illinois Huskies,
sity behind the 21 points who were paced by Allen
of Mike Sanders. Kenny Rayhorn's 20 points.
Fields added 17 points for Notre Dame led only once
in the•game,at 2-0.
the Bruins,3-2.
Anthony Teachey
Southwestern Lousiana
won the Bayou Classic, scored the go-ahead
getting 23 points from basket in overtime, and
guard Alford Turner to Wake Forest overcame a
12-point Marquette lead
beat Fresno State.
late in the first half to
In his first start of the beat the Warriors 6845.
season, freshman A.C. Dereck Whittenburg
Green scored 17 points poured in a career-high 26
and.grabbed 10 rebounds points as North Carolina
to pace Oregon State past State blasted Maryland
Pepperdine.
74-53.
Patrick Ewing, 7-foot
Rob Williams scored 27
fieshrtiali -center, -scored- points in IV minutes as
20 points, including nine Houston defeated Texasof Georgetown's first 12 San Antonio 10549. John
in the second half, to help Pinone scored 21 points
the Hoyas over American and unbeaten Villanova
University. Ewing also defeated Pennsylvania
ha(( 13 rebounds and 7541.
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CCHS Girls Seek Bengals Earn First Crown In Eight Years,
First Win, MHS Five NFL Playoff Slots Remain Unclaimed
Girls Host Trigg
Two local high school
girls basketball games
are on tap tonight as both
Murray High and
Calloway County High
are at home.
CCHS' Lady Lakers
will be seeking their first
win of the season under
the direction of new head
coach Gloria Friedgen.
Last Thursday the
CCHS girls dropped their
third straight loss, a 49-35
decision at Ballard.
Tonight the Lady Lakers
host Fulton City and then
begin their Christmas
layoff until Jan. 5 when
they host Farmington.
The Lady Tigers, hot
off the victory trail after
popping Lowes,60-57, last
Thursday, continue their
four-game homestand
with Trigg County at
Murray tonight.
Murray's girls, 2-1 on
the year, host Carlisle
County on Thursday
before breaking until
Jan. 7 when they host
Reidland.
Local boys action
begins Tuesday when
both CCHS and MHS are

slated to play.
Calloway County's
Lakers host Lone Oak, a
meeting that has gone into overtime three of the
Last four times. Laker
coach Chic Nute said his
team will be shooting for
a 6-1 record, his team's
goal before they break for
Christmas.
Currently the Lakers
are 2-1, having scored 80
points or more in each
game. Friday the Lakers
again play host when
Palmersville (Tenn.)
comes to town. December
21-22 the Lakers participate in the Caldwell
County Tournament.
Murray High's Tigers,
leading the district with a
1-0 mark after stopping
Marshall County last
week, are on the road
tonight at St.Mary's.
The Tigers are riding a
three-game win streak
after losing their first two
games of the season.
Friday the Tigers host
Trigg County before
beginning their
Christmas and New Year
holiday break.

Lady Tiger Frosh,
JVs Upset CCHS
Murray High's
freshman and junior varsity girls squads captured
a pair of basketball wins
from Calloway County
Friday at MHS.
The Lady Tiger
freshmen, led by Diana
Ridley's 16 points and 10
from teammate Kim
Greene, upset the CCHS
visitors, 39-25.
CCHS was scoreless in
the third period of that
game.
In junior varsity action

the hosts again came
away victors, this time to
the tune of a 34-27 decision.
Greene again tallied 10
points -for MHS, yet the
winning difference came
at the free throw line and
the rebounding battle.
MHS shot 12 of 19 from
the charity stripe for 63
percent while the Lady
Lakers could only muster
17 of 30 for 56.7 percent.
MHS out-rebounded the
visitors, 30-20.

a comfortable, 14-3. ,
Thursday CCMS
travels to Benton.
The CCMS boys also
upset the visiting South
Marshall squad Friday,
holding them to 16 points
while accumulating 30 for
the win.
Alan Hargis was the
sparkplug for the Lakers
with his 11 points and
seven rebounds.

Sports, Briefly
The largest paying
crowd ever to see a professional prize fight was
the turnout of 120,757 for
the first Jack DempseyGene Tunney bout in
Philadelphia in 1926.

Only one heavyweight
championship fight was
ever decided by a foul. In
1930 Max Schmeling of
Germany was awarded
victory over Jack
Sharkey because of a low
blow in the fourth round.
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1.North Carolina 14.0- beat South
Florida 75-39.
2.Kentucky ( 4-0) beat Indiana 65-69;
beat Kansas 77-74, OT.
3.Louisville z 4-01 beat Purdue 73-71.
beat Tennessee Stato83-58.
1. Wichita State 15-0 z beat Long Beach
State 94-71; beat Alabama-Birmingham
75-60.
5.Virginia 16-0 ) beat Duke 92-83.
&Iowa z 5-01 beat Iowa State 79-68;
beat Northe
w
7.DePa
t Gonzaga 69-56;
beat Sa
ra 80.58.
8.Minnesota 4-0 ) beat Drake 50-55.
9 Alabama-Birmingham 2-ti lost to
Wichita State
10.1ndiana 14-11 lost to Kentucky 8569; beat Colorado State 82-41; beat Penn
State 80-51
11.Arkansas (5-0) beat WisconsinParkside 84-59;beat Centenary 87-60.
12.San Francisco (5-01 beat Southern
Utah 78-66, beat Chico State 105-69
13.Missoun
/ beat Illinois 78-68,
OT; beat Baylor 70-51.
14 Tulsa (
I beat Oklahoma State
93-82; beat Texas Christian 72-62, beat
Oral Roberts 80-63.
IS Nevada-14s Vegas 4-2,1
lost to
Nevada-Reno 86-76; lost to Cal-Irvine
82-70.
16.Alabama 15-0 ) beat Southern
Methodist 69-62; beat Vanderbilt 79-68
17.UCLA (3-2) beat Boston U 77-43.
18.SW Louisiana 6-01 beat Louisiana
College 91-59; beat Pacific 6741; beat
Fresno State 57-51.
19 Oregon State I 3-1 I lost to Portland
68-63; beat Pepperd me 84-69.
20.Georgetown, D.C. 15-2, beat St.Leo
83-37 beat American U.7543.

754e.

and Boise State was seed- Broncos beat Eastern the third quarter and
Kentucky 31-29 on a Kidd said that helped
ed fourth.
This season is the first touchdown pass with just Boise's pass receivers,
time ISU ever has played 14 seconds left. EKU won .but made it tough to pass
in post-season football the.championship in 1971._ _ VP the slippery turf.
"When the snow came
competition. Coach Roy . This. time freshman
Kidd and his EKU squad, quarterback Gerald down it was very obvious
Ohio Valley Conference DesPres engineered a that we couldn't react
champions, are in the ti- fourth-quarter rally that very well to the football,"
tle game for the third brought BSU to 23-17 with he said. "I think the
4:13 left.
receivers have an adstraight year.
And when.. DesPres vantage in a situation like
But for a while Satur- passed the Broncos 60 that because the field was
day it looked like the Col- yards in the final two getting very slippery. But
onels might fall victim minutes to the EKU 34 then, it's also a little difagain to a. last-second with seconds left, it look- ficult for the quarterback
Boise rally. Last year the ed like another miracle to throw it."
finish was in the works.
Boise's Jim Criner said
But DesPres failed by six he was proud of his team
inches on a fourth-down for rallying from a 17-3
play and the rally ended. deficit behind DesPres.
It started snowing in He inserted the

Saturdays Girls Games
Allen Cent 54, Clay Co 44
Lou Atherton 92, Christian Academy
15
Ky Country bay 60, Leo Sayre 22
Lou Moore 66. Lou Centra134
Providence I Ind 63, Lou Presentation 55
Lou.Southern 73. North Builitt 24
Jenkuts 71, Betsy Layne)46
Ohio Co 61,South Hopkin,40
Pad Tilghman 74, Henry Co Tenn
51
Western Hills 53, Henry Co. 40
Whitley Co.66, Williamrhurg 40
Boys Scorer
Spencer County 82. Nelson Co 71
Breathitt C,o 63, Leslie Co 60
Union 74, Crittenden Co 53
Lou. Ballard Si. Warren Central 52
Lou. Central 68, Lou Moore 65
Lou Eastern 56, Oldham Co 53
Lou Manual 85, Madison 29
lou-Nuill140..35...vanKc I 74
1- Lou St Xavier 60,leilersontown 53
Ail Southern 101, North Bullitt 67
Lou Trinity 56, Ky. Country Day 53
Lou Valley 113, Beth Haven 32
Allen Central 62, M.C Napier au
Breatitt 63, loshe Co 60
Elliott Co. 73. Lewis Co 71
Erlanger IJoyd 74. Erlanger St

Henry 55
Mullins 81, Belfry 60
Paris 64. Maysv 111(.64 lot )
Wolfe Co 61. Jackson City 58

GOLF
MEXICO CITY (AP) —
Ben Crenshaw came in
four strokes ahead of his
closest opponent to win

the 31st Mexican Open
golf tournament.
Crenshaw, who fired
three rotnitt of 4-underpar 68, carded a four-day
total of 273, four strokes
ahead of Ray Floyd.
Floyd carded the best
single score of the tournament with a record nineunder-par in Thursday's
Pro-AM event, but he lost
ground with a par 72 in
the final round. Din Pohl
took third with a 278 total.
TENNIS
CINCINNATI rAP) -John McEnroe defeated
Argentina's Jose Luis
Clerc 7-5, 5-7, 673,
. 376, 6-3
to clinch the .27th Davis
Cup title for the United
States.
McEnroe's victory at
Riverfront Coliseum
gave the U.S. an insurmountable 3-1 lead in this
best-of-five competition
and made meaningless
the day's final match between Roscoe Tanner and
Argentina's Guillermo
Vitas.

or a loss by the Giants.
and at least one loss by
the Falcons. The BucsLions loser takes a wild
card only if 14 teams are
involved. And Minnesota
was still alive, although
Just barely. It will take a
Falcon loss to the Rams
and having 11-1 teams involved in the second wildcard determination,
then, the Vikings make it
on the basis of net points
within the conference, the
fifth tie-breaking level.
-In the West. an Atlanta win tonight would
eliminate both the Vikings and the Redskins.
Atlanta can take a wild
card with two wins plus a
loss by the Giants. The
Falcons would also take a
wild card if a three-way
tie developed with
Philadelphia and Green
Bay or if a four-way tie
developed with the
Giants, Philadelphia and
Green Bay.

They've selected Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Kentucky for their health care coverage
And no wonder We're the leader in providing
better benefit programs to meet today's cost
of health cars
We offer a range of programs to cover
families, individuals, students and Medicare
Supplement Plans. In addition, since a long,
sustained illness could mean financial
catastrophe to many, we offer 5250.000
Maior Medical coverage

[
Steak For Two
$995 •

a Vegetable
Truckload SALE

Frozen Fruit

What's more. Blue Cross and Blue Shield
members have the added advantage of
carrying the card that's honored throughout
HMI country. so even when you travel you
have the peace of mind of knowing you can
get health care services anywhere you go.

cIOSS and 8iu9t594 Si
,40271
Slat,on Road, louesvfie—Ri
Plenl..i.y 9901
,
i
,t,,,,,I.,1 .0 *am.° moo. atolit Blue Cross 11,n0 Bove
Sivrid iwaiiiv pte pawl hea.thr.al
,
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NEW WAY TO BEAT INFLAT1ON—SAVE MONEY.
Buy in bulk and you can enjoy "Farm Fresh" fruits and vegetables at inflation,fighi.ng
prices. All products are top quality, fresh picked and quick frozen for natural taste
We

Must Have Your Order

Oty.

Goty

•

Sale Prise

Si.,.

She Cross
Blue Stoeld
Delta Dental

5.45
525
6 10
181.45
Dark Sweet Cherries 30e•
21 15
Red Tart Cherries 30e' 33 30
Red Tart Cherries IOF 514•• 196
Mixed Fruit IOF 200••
19 35
Fruit Medloy, IOF 12/1a••
21 60
Sliced peaches 300'
20 10
Sliced Peaches. tOF 50'•
496
La
Whole Strawberries IOF 20e—
21 95
Sliced Strawberries 3011"
2726 .
Sliced Strawberries 6'ige
9.95
Apple Juice Cone 24/12 oz "•
21 95
Cranbe/ry Juice Cocktail Conc 24/12 oz •
2696
Grapefruit Juice Cone 24/12 08.
;
•
21 45
Grape Juice Conc.,24/1202'1930
Hawaiian Punch Cone . 24/120:•
23.6
Lemonade Cone 24/12oz •
14.50
Oran i• Juice Cone 24/6 oz
12.75
Orange Juice Conc 24/12 oz ••
2095
Cut Green Beans 12/2'he
14.35
Bab Lima Beans, 12/2'ne
2496
Fordhook Lime Beans t2/2%,
,e
2610
Broccoli Cuts. 12/20
1 25
EtrocColi_Speirs. 12/20
19 90
Brussels Sprouts. 12/2e
20 30
Cauenower. 12/2a
20.25
Whole Kernal Corn 12/2:0
20 30

Fancy_Sliced Mushrooms 2/50
Garden Peas, i2/2..s•
Whokk_LitatSpinach 12/30
-Mixed ve_systabies,12/2,se
Deli Begets -Plain 18/6 pack
Donuts Jelly 12.11pacit
French Fries, 12./20
Shoestring French Foes 12/200z
Potato Puns. 12/2e
Thomas Engyan Muffins. 12/12 peck
Breaded Onion Rinks. er2a
Pizza Slices. Cheese 60/3 pz

13 70
8130
1125

19 90
11 96
13 25
13 15
9 55
15 90
19 20
'1545
14 00
1216

•

rPnCh Breed P.m.24m59!

SUS TOTAL
SALES TAX
TOTAL AMOutiT
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Your prolesyiinals in health care financing
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Sliced Apples,64'
Blackberries, 50—
Black Raspberries, Si'
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For catering all!

If you'd like to find out more about the
pre-paid health care plans that so many
Kentuckians have come to depend upon,
write us Just clip and fill out the coupon and
we'll get the benefits story to you right away.
We think you'll come to the same conclusion'
11
/
4 milfiereother Kentuckians have Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky

/
1
4

1111PPOV
„,...
„

In recent years, we've introduced practical,
cost-saying benefits like outpatient coverage
and same-day surgery coverage—ways that
help hold down the costs of health care for
all of us.
Since our claims are normally filed by
hospitals and physicians and payments are
made directly, our members are usually free
from time-consuming paperwork

freshman, who had
played only a couple of
plays in the last three
games, midway in the
third_ _Quarter_ _after_
starter Tim Klena threw.
his third interception.
"I thought Gerald gave
us a great deal of momentum and lift. Our team
made a heck of an effort
coming back, but Eastern
Kentucky was just too
much of a football team
for us. We were too far
behind and the turnovers
hurt us too much."
Both finalists now have
beaten Boise State at
Bronco Stadium this
season. In September ISU beat the Broncos 21-10.

Southern States

Over 1/
1
2million ,
Kentuckians
have come
to the same
conclusion.

DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS-7
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
I

4111••••••=111=111111•111111=IM

High School
Basketball

Here's how the Top Twenty teams in

The Associated Press' college basketball poll fareittlus week:

THE FULL SERVICE RESTAURANT
WHERE PARTICULAR PEOPLE
GO TO EAT

753-1314 --

ground, and beat Boise
State 23-17 in the other
semifinal.
The championship
game. is Saturday &-- t
Wichita Falls, Texas, in
the Pioneer Bowl. It will
be regionally televised,
as were the two
semifinals.
That makes members
of the NCAA ranking
committee perfect prophets. Before the playoffs
they ranked EKU No. 1
and ISU No. 2. South
Carolina was rated No. 3

College
Basketball

elDed=th3

SERVING CHOICNKAKS,LOBSTER
PASTA AND SANDWICHES

Miami and Buffalo play
Those still in the chase
in the Orange Bowl next for the five remaining
Saturday, with the win- slots are the Jets, the
ner becoming division Broncos and the
champ and the loser tak- Chargers in the AFC, and

the Eagles, Giants, Red- complicated, and took
skins. Buccaneers, Lions, conference officials until
Packers, Vikings and Late Sunday to figure out.
Falcons in the NEC.
Here's how it looks:
So the AFC's playoff
- In the East,
possibilities look like Philadelphia can clinch a
this:
wild card if Atlanta loses
—In the East, the to Los Angeles tonight or
Miami-Buffalo loser gets if the Eagles beat St.
a wild card. The Jets can Louis next Sunday. The
clinch the other wild card Giants can gain a wild
from the conference by card with a win over
beating Green Bay, or if Dallas if Philadelphia
Sari Diego loses to loses or, if the Eagles also
Oakland next Monday win, if Green Bay loses.
night.
Washington can win a
In the Central, only wild card only if 8-8
division-winner Cincin- teams are involved in the
nati makes the playoffs.
final decision, and would
Denver takes the be eliminated if Atlanta
West if it beats Chicago wins tonight.
or if San Diego loses. If' —In the Central, the
the Chargers win so both Tampa Bay-Detroit winthey and Denver finish 10- ner takes the division ti6, San Diego wins the title tle, even if Green Bay
through a better in- also wins; the Packers
tradivision mark (6-2 vs. can take the title only if
5-:ft Either West team they beat the Jets and the
can win a wild card only Hues and Lions tie. Green
if the Jets lose.
Bay takes a wild card
The NEC is much more with a win over the Jets

Sports At A Glance

Hr: Mon.-Sat. 9:004:00 Sundays 1:00-5:00

WITH POTATO& BREAD
SEASONED JUST RIGHT & COOKED
TO PERFECTION

ing a wild card.
•
In other games Sunday,
Washington beat
Baltimore 38-14; Green
Bay defeated New
Orleans 35-7; the Giants
downed St. Louis 20-10;
San Diego edged Tampa
Bay 24-23; Denver topped
Seattle 23-13; San Francisco, already the winner
of the NFC West, beat
Houston 28-6.
On Saturday. the New
York Jets nipped
Both the Miami Cleveland 14-13, while
Dolphins and the Buffalo Detroit defeated MinBills clinched spots in the nesota 45-7.
Eliminated from
AFC pia!, offs. The
Dolphins beat the Kansas playoff contention during
City Chiefs 17-7 to remain weekend play were four
atop the East, a half- clubs — the Steelers, the
game ahead of the Bills, Chiefs, the St. Louis Carwho beat New England dinals and the Oakland
19-10.
Raiders.

Eastern Kentucky, MU Collide-For Grid Title

Olympic Plaza—Murray,Ky.
753-3I74
*Pipes
*Pipe Racks
'Lighters
*Blended Tobacco
'Tobacco Pouches
'Gift Items
*Imported Cigars

.

Falcons' and other
teams'fates.
On Sunday, the Cincinnati Bengals won the
American Conference
Central title for the first
time in eight years.
beating Pittsburgh 17-10.
The Dallas Cowboys,
meanwhile, reclaimed
the National Conference
East crown, downing last
year's division champions, the Philadelphia
Eagles,21-10.

Top Two Battle In 1-AA Playoffs

By QUANE KENYON
Associated Press Writer
Eastern Kentucky's
relentless ground game
will be matched against
Idaho State's aerial circus for the NCAA's Division I-AA football championship next weekend.
ISU, behind quarterback Mike Machurek,
demolished South
Carolina State 41-12
Saturday in one semifinal
contest. EKU controlled
the ball for more than 37
minutes, mostly on the

CCMS Embarrasses
South Marshall, 32-5
Calloway County Middle School's girls played
the part of bad hostesses
Friday night as they embarrassed visiting South
Marshall,32-5.
Christy Darnell led all
scorers with six while
Christy Anderson and
Marsha Grimes shared
top rebounding honors
with 11 each.
At the half CCMS led by

By LARRY SIDLIONS
AP Sports Writer
It's five down,five to go
in the race for the National Football League
playoffs, and it could go
right down to the final
game of the regular
season before the field is
completed.
Eleven clubs are still in
contention for the five
berths remaining after
the weekend's games, in
which two teams clinched
division titles and two
others assured
themselves of at least
wild-card spots.
Things are so tight that
only one of the 13 games
played Saturday and Sunday — Chicago's 23-6 victory over Oakland — had
no bearing whatsoever on
the postseason picture.
And tonight's nationally
televised game between
Atlanta and Los Angeles
will help determine the

100100116..
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753-1423
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PRE-INVENTORY

Farmers Discuss Future Of Dairy Business

SALE

"The future of dairy
farming is in the
marketplace, and the
cooperative that is
designed to compete in
the marketplace is the

It
23-1
Ponderosa
Insert

E

ATTENTION .

Hutch
Rebel
36"

Air Cured Tobacco
Producers
.,

Reg $599.95

Reg $799.95

Sale

Sale

Sale In Murray, Ky.
Starts Friday
December 11th, 1981

4499559995,

Farris Tobacco
Warehouse

753-8201

,

Swine production
records are tools that
when used properly can
pay farmers real
dividends.

The U.S. Department of
Agriculture has set Jan.
13 deadline for receiving
public comments on a
proposal for the 1982 national marketing quota
for burley tobacco.
Current law require
USDA to announce the

Growers Floor
Warehouse

CENTER

During the two-day
meeting, 4,800 dairy
farmer member-owners
and guests receivd updates on Dairymen's past
fiscal year which saw the
cooperative achieve consolidated sales of $1.1
billion, a record high

.

"WINTERIZE YOUR COW"

9
I

r- Purina Milk Replacer
Sweet Cow Feed
Calf Starter
Cattle Blocks

board of directors have
been made to put
Dairymen members in a
better position to face the
challenges that are to
come."
Reports during the session focused on the sales
achieved by Dairymen's
processing subsidiary,
Flav-O-Rich, Inc., the increases in membership,
and the cooperative's
continuing preparation
for the introduction of
UHT (long shelf life milk)
on the consumer market
during the spring of 1982.

Gulf Division members
Bruce and Barbara McCaffery of Tylertown,
Miss., were selected as
the cooperative's 1982
Outstanding Young
Dairymen during preannual meeting activities. Ronnie and Kim
Ravan of Gainesville,
Ga., were chosen as
runners-up. Eleven Division winners took part in
the annual program.
Dairymen's 1982 Annual Meeting will be Nov.
18-19 in Atlanta, Ga.

ty of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
Identifying superior
producing animals,
monitoring performance
lags and measuring yearto-year, whole-herd performance are some of the
objectives which can be
achieved through welldefined swine production
records, the specialist
said.
Liptrap said that swine

production records can
be used to develop summaries for farrowing
groups, sows and boars.
On the financial end,
farmers can estimate
their production budget
and use these records to
help achieve their desired
production goals.
In detailing items
which a thorougbproduction record systetff should
include, Liptrap said that

identification of animals,
usually with ear tags, is
basic. "Breeding information is also
necessary - which boar
bred which sow and so
on; this should be
developed into a continuous monthly inventory by which conception
rates may be estimated."
The dates sows are bred
also should be included,
added Liptrap.

Comments About Quota Due Jan. 13

753-3462 or 753-564,

RENTAL SALES

level.
P. 0. Robinson, a
Jonesboro, Tenn., dairy
farmer who was reelected president of
Dairymen during the
meeting, told the
members' elected
representatives at the
delegate session, "The
strong position Dairymen
has today is the result of
making decisions over
the past 13 years with the
future of our members
and our industry in mind.
From the beginning, the
policy decisions of the

"Farmers must improve production efficiency in this decade and a
good account of the swine
production herd is the
key," said Dr. Dennis
Liptrap, Extension swine
specialist in the Universi-

Check Our Charge And
Give us A toll

MURRAY

pressed by the regional
cooperative's executive
vice-president and chief
executive officer Ben F.
Morgan Jr. during the
organization's general
session Nov. 20 in
Louisville.

Swine Producers Utilize Records

In an effort to help the producers of sir owed
tobacco, The Tobacco Warehouse in Morro'', Ky.
have lowered their charges. The charges for the sir
cured tobacco mkt. this year will be $5.00 per
hundred pounds.

All Wood & Coal Burning
Stoves At Wholesale
Prices

200 E Mc n

one that will best represent its membership in
the future."
This underlying theme
of Dairymen, Inc. 13th
annual meeting was ex-

12.95
100 Lb. $6.50
loo lb. $9.00
$3.50

25 i..$

•

amount of the quota no and Conservation Service analysis division, USDAlater than Feb. 1.
scheduled a public ASCS, P.O. Box 2415,
meeting at 1 a.m. Friday, Washington, D.C. 20013.
To assist in gathering Jan. 8, in the E. S. Good All comments will be
comments and to provide Barn on the University of available for public ina forum for discussing Kentucky campus.
spection during regular
burley supply and debusiness hours in Room
mand factors, USDA's
Comments should- be 3741 of the USDA's South
Agricultural Stabilization sent to the director, Building.

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

411,
1

WELDING
CLINIC
LEARN 5 WAYS TO WELD

Check On Our New Salt Cottle Wormer Mix. We Custom Mix Selt.Soybeen Meal

Bulk Feed &Soybean Meal
Salt
White locks-$3.45
TM Blocks- $4.00
Suffer Mocks-$3.35

Rabies Shots $2.50 Distemper $1.95
7-1 Hog Feed $7.00 100th.
Chicken Scratch Grim $7.00 100th.

Meet Solt
See,& Ice
50th.

WO Lit.

$2.25

$2.25

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT St
SOYBEANS

"Don't Forget Old Rover"
Rex 25% Dog Food $7.75 50th.
21 .
0 Dog Food $6.95 50th.

Shell Corn $6.50 100th.
Blended Norse Feed $9.00 100 Lb.

753-3404

"We Sold 17,000 Lbs. Lest Week 8.50 500 Lb.
Come See Why."

Buchanan Feed

PURINA
Industrial Rd.753-5378 Murray, Ky. CHOWS

RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.
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HAM DAY
Friday, Dec. 18, 1981
FHAC Committee Ladies
Will Be Serving FREE
dam Sandwiches 11-1 p.m.

Buy one of our new Case farm tractors now... finance it
through J I Case Credit Corporation ... and finance
charges
will be waived for eleven (11) months from date of purchas
e.

t

Country Ham Given Away
Register At Southern States
Any Time That Day. Drawing
Friday Dec. 18, 1981 at 4 P.M.

choosea Casecash rebate ...

It you would rather have a cash rebate and you buy any
of our new Case farm tractors listed on the chart
Case
mlf send you a check for the dollar amount shown on the
chart for the mudel you buy Rebate may be applied
toward your dOwn payment NOTE Government Agencies Departments do not qualify for rebates

E41404O4Sodlef

$1000

20511, 2210

$2000

2310, MO

93000

Waiver of finance charges on used
farm tractors.
4400.4094,
4
“.
(Air used farm tractors, any make
finance it through J
I

Non

__

Case Credd

Ind finance charges will be waived date of purchase until

Offers valid November 1 t
4

CasbRIrtmw .,

1110, 1290, MO,
1410.100

woo,

See latest welding techniques for equipment repair
PLUS demonstrations of amazing, new, easy-to-use welding
Lu equipment. No charge. No
obligation. •
<IC
cf) Even if you weld only occat.
sionally, you will find this
informative, interesta_ clinic
.
- mg fun and a way to save
money.

fitehtftr
Southern States

trt

no finance
charges
for
11 months

,411Krain
I
Merchandising

SPECIALS

t

(fridnylles. IS Only)

All Hot Point Appliances
All G.E. Appliances
Reduced

Me-Keel Equipment Co.
503 Walnut - 753-3062

While
Lit's TA About
Our New Pre-Pernen,Plea For
Chemicals & Fertilizer

CE:11

Ind7ttlriel Rd.

423

753-1423
ark
COFFEE, DONUTS
& DRAWING.
NO CHARGE.

Co
rpo
ra-

vember30

• Learn five ways to weld with
just a few hours practice.
• Learn easy overhead welding.
• See unique, new welders.
. meet welding experts from
Century Mfg. Co.

REGISTER NOW!
CALL

(No Perches* Necessary-Neuf Not Bo Presort)

4
4

------ TIME: Dec. 14,81 7:00 P.M.
PLACE: Southern States
DIRECTIONS:Industrial Rd.
Murray

BRING. A FRIEND..

Southern States
Murray

013 rot fft out it on on tot rot it rot it* rot ift14,40

Industrial Rd.

Murray
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Book Reveals Former President Thought Blacks'Inferior'
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) Former President Nixon
thought "blacks were
genetically inferior to
whites," toyed with the
idea of nominating Spiro
T. Agnew to the Supreme
Court and had doubts
about Chief Justice Warren Burger's abilities,
says Nixon's top
domestic aide.
John Ehrlichman also
says that Nixon thought
Henry Kissigner couldn't
get the confidence of
Arab leaders because he
was Jewish and that
there was "constant friction" between the White
Houe and the Cabinet.
)hrlichman makes the
statements in "Witness to
Power," his third book,
which is scheduled for
publication by Simon &
Schuster next spring.
Michael Korda, editor of
the book, sent copies of
the advance uncorrected
proofs to 22 people the
author approved, including friends -alid
reviewers. The
Associated Press independently obtained a

copy Thursday.
Nixon for comment on
In one section of the other items in the book,
book, Ehrlichman says but he could not be reachBurger discussed a pen- ed. Barrett McGurn, a
ding Supreme Court spokesman for the
desegregation case at a Supreme Court, said the
we breakfast meeting at "justices do not respond
the White House with Nix- to allegations."
on , then-Attorney
Mitchell said on CBS'
General John Mitchell "Evening News," that
and Ehrlichman. The "Warren Burger, to my
discussion was improper knowledge and recollecaccording to the Code of tion, made no statements
Judicial Conduct of the
whatsoever about any of
American Bar Associa- the issues before the
tion.
court nor was he imEhrlichman says that portuned in any way to
Nixon and Mitchell my knowledge by
"made a constant effort anybody in the adto keep in touch with ministration. And I've
Burger. The president talked to President Nixon
had a notion that about the subject matter
Burger's decisions on and his recollection is the
cases before the court same, that there were no
were not always worked
such occurrences."
out with sufficient clariEhrlichman says in a
ty."
preface that the book is
Neither Kissinger, the
based largely on notes he
former secretary of state
took between 1969 and
and national security ad- 1973 while he talked with
viser, nor Ehrliehinen
Nixon. He says the notes
could be located Thurswere seized by the
day. Nixon spokesman
government immediately
Nicholas Ruwe said the
after he was fired, and he
former president would
did not gain access to any
have no comment on the
of the material until 1980.
Burger report, An atEhrlichman, who was
tempt was made to reach_ • convicted in connection
with the Watergate scandal and served a prison
term in part for falsely
testifying before a grand
jury, divides his book into
sections, including Congress, the Supreme
ACROSS
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create a "long-lived
strict-constructionist
Supreme Court." He
adds, "As I sat listening
to him, he would
daydream about when
he might put on the
court." Among the
possibilities, Ehrlichman
says, was then-Vice
President Agnew.
In 1971, faced with two
vacancies on the
Supreme Court, "Nixon
was again toying with the
idea of nominating ...
Agnew. He found 'the
Agnew thing intriguing,'
he told me." Ehrliclunan
says he told Nixon that
the Senate would "clobber" an Agnew nomination. Nixon agreed,
Ehrlichman says, and
"nothing more was said
about Agnew."

Vic Gold, who was
Agnew's press secretary,
called the report
"ludicrous."
Gold said Thursday
that there was speculation in the press in 1972
that Nixon would name
Agaew to the court so he
could nominate former
Gov. John Connally of
Texas as his vice
presidential running
mate. "No one took it
seriously," Gold said.
"Nixon and the people
around him, particularly
Ehrlichman, had a very
low opinion of Agnew."
Ehrllehman says "the
racial issue was both a
problem and an opportunity for President
Richard Nixon..."
Nixon "genuinely
believed," Ehrlichman
says, that federal pro-

Widow, Teenage Son
Win $3.5 Million Suit

AUSTIN, Texas (AP) night before awarding
- The widow and teen- Dianne Wahl of Austin
age son of an Air Force and her son, Billy, 17,
pilot have won a $3.5 11.95 million from
million judgment against McDonnell Douglas,
the makers of the jet maker of the Escapee
plane he was flying and ejection seat, and $1.55
the ejection seat in the million from Fairchild Industries, maker of the
craft.
Capt. Harry Wahl died.. Thunderbolt II, one of the
two years ago on a train- Air Force's newest combat jets.
ing mission in Arizona.
A federal court jury
Wahl, 34, who was stadeliberated just over tioned at Davis-Monlitan
seven hours Saturday Air Force Base in
Arizona, was alone in the
cockpit on a Nov. 20, 1979,
training mission when he
died. His family alleged
that his flight controls
jammed, forcing Wahl to
eject at 400 mph from
themselves to the ground 2,000 feet. The ejection
seat, which permitted the
outside the jail using
ladder made from a pilot to twist and turn in
the air, snapped his neck
blanket, he said.
Baker, who had been when the parachute openconvicted of murder in ed,the plaintiffs alleged.
McDonnell's lawyer,
the death of his father
and was being held in jail Jack Maroney of Austin,
pending appeal of that said in designing escape
conviction, made his way systems "there have to
to his mother's home in be trade-offs, but the
Quitman, stole her car Escapee series has a proand drove to Florida, ven track record. It has
Bembry said. Gainesville been flying since 1959, it
police spotted the stolen is flying today, it will be
vehicle and arrested flying in 15 years."
Baker Friday night, he
said.
The Brooks County jail,
which opened three
weeks ago, is located in a
former county work farm
that was renovated after
a federal judge ordered
the previous county jail
CHICAGO (AP)- The
closed.
executive board of the
National Right to Life
Committee has voted to
TI4ESE
support the so-called
NUMBERS
Hatch Amendment on
abortion despite sharp
divisions within the
board.
After an all-day
meeting here. Saturday,
the board voted 30-24 with
one abstention and one
member absent to enTHEY SHRANK
dorse the constitutional
TO EXACTLY
change, proposed by Sen.
HER SIZE
Orrin G.Hatch,R-Utah.
poth Congress and
state legislatures could
regulate or restrict abortions
under the proposed
ti
amendment, but state
laws could not be less
restrictive than the
o is,
c-1.4
federal law.

Kentuckian Flees
Newly Opened Jail

•

mA'AM? I RAVE
A QUESTION..

/z-

AUNT MITZI-MAY
I HAVE THIS PAIR
OF PANTYHOSE
'YOU RAN THROUGH
THE WASHER
FOR MY
DOLL?

MADE A
TAPE OF SARGE
SNORING

NO

action and busing "simply would never do any
good...
'Twice, in explaining
all this to me, Nixon said
he believed America's
blacks could only
marginally benefit from
federal programs
because blacks were
genetically inferior to
whites. All the federal
money and programs we
could devise could not
change that fact, he
believed. Blacks could
never achieve parity - in
intelligeace, economic
success or social
qualities, but, he said, we
should still do what we
could for them, within
reasonable limits,
because it was 'right' to

Proposal
Gets
Backing

ghN
GUESS
WI•40

11aU,./(NOOCE0 THEM ALL OUT.,
IPAPOSSIBLE.. YET I SAW IT.
THEY'LL REST

QuiETLY„UNTiL. THE POLICE

KNOW 1440
MOPE
AIN'T

GOOROO„WHEN 00
sit:X.1R KID PUSHERS
REPORT IN

;??

SWEEP THEM UP.

49

L.

11.

don. Police had no comment on Ghafouri's stateanent
0

1 LEGAL NOTICE
LEGAL
NOTICE
A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Luta Mae Bowden, Admuustratrix of the estate
of Harold Gene Walls,
Deceased Exceptions to
this settlement must be filed in the Calloway District
Court on or before
December 23, 1981, the date
of bearing.
Ann P Wilson, Circuit
Court Clerk

1979 Harley Davidson Motorcycle - Serial No
3A67350H9
1979 Dodge Pickup BI50 with air, automatic
tilt, Serial No. D14JE9S181M9
Calloway District Court by
John A. Gregory, Jr., Ancillary Administrator, of
the estate of Janet 0. Morris, Deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before
December n,1881, the date
of hearing.
Ann P Wilson, Circuit
Court Clerk

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate
fiduciare appointments
have been made in the
Calloway District Court. All
claims against these
estates should be filed with
the fiduciary within six
months of date of qualification.
Lottie Cooper Richie, Rt. 7,
Mavfield, KY 42066 Deceased. Helen Tidwell, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, KY 42066 Administratraz. Max W.
Parker, Courthouse, Murray,KY Attorney.

A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Marie M. Beale and Lula
Clayton Beale, CoExecutrix, of the estate of
Will Moore Beale, Deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on
or before December 23,
1961,the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit
Court Clerk

Robert H. Etherton, $11 S.
9th St., Murray, KY
Deceased. Gladys N. Merton, 811 S. 9th St., Murray,
KY Administratris. Gary
R. Haverstock, 105 N. Sixth
St., Murray,KY Attorney.

Charles Mason Baker, 17/17
Crestwood ' Dr., Murray,
KY Deceaied. Charles
Michael Baker, 1509
Canterbury, Murray, KY
Executor. Gary R.
Haverstock, 105 N. Sixth
St., Murray, KY Attorney.
Lillie Armstrong, 805 N
18th St., Murray, KY
Deceased. Thomas Armstrong, Rt. 1, Murray, KY
Executor. Robert 0. Miller,
Courthouse, Murray, KY
Attorney.

Wilson,

LEGAL
A final settlement of aecounts has been filed in the
Galloway District Court by
Devoe Bridges, gemlike,
of the estate of Bettye
Bndges, Deceased. Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway District Court oe
or before December 23,
1981, the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit
Cott Clerk

,

Leine Ward, Deceased. Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on
or before December 23,
1961, the date of hearing.
Wilson, Circuit
Ann P

LEGAL
NOTICE

Lost

Court Clerk

A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Martin J. Koca, Administrator, of the estate of
Edith I. Izunm, Deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the

2. NOTICE

78 Model Dawn
12' by SS' Foe Sole.
Coll 753-0193
after 6:00 p.m.
'

A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Joe Pat Ward, Administrator, of the estate of

Circuit

A final settlement of aecounts has been filed in th

Nora

LEGAL
NOTICE

Court Cleft

LEGAL
NOTICE

LEGAL
NOTICE
A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Essie Bailey, Successor
Committee, of the estate of
Tavie Cooper, incompetent
exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on
or before December 23,
1981, the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit
Court Clerk

Fred Kirkland, Rt. 1, Mxray, KY Deceased.- Mary
Elizabeth Kirkland, Rt. 1,
Murray, KY Co Administrator. Jerry Fred
Kirkland, Rt. 1, Murray,
KY Co-Administrator.
Martha Sue Gamble, Rt. 1;
Murray, KY C o Administrator. George Edward Overbey, Jr., 211
Main St., Murray, KY AtP.

LEGAL
NOTICE
A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Mildred Canady, Executrix, of the estate of
Ruth Caruidy, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on
or before December 73,
1961, the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit
Court Clerk

LEGAL
NOTICE
A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
John Williams, Administrator, of the estate of
Sip Williams, Deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on
or before December n,
1911, the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit
Court Clerk
LEGAL
NOTICE
A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Modest C. Jeffrey, Executrix, of the estate of
Buron Jeffrey, Deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on
or before December 23,
1961,the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit
Cart Clerk
LEGAL
NOTICE
A final, settlement of
l6C
counts has been filed in th:
Calloway District Court by
Prudye Coles Adams, Executrix, of the estate of
Genie B Adams, Deceased.
Exceptions to this settleanent must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on
or before December 73,
1961, the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit
Court Clerk

NOTICE
A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Joanne Harris, A drnini.stratrix, of the estate
of Harold Lawrence,
Deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must be filed in the Calloway District
Court on or before
December 23, 1981, the date
of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit
Court Clerk

Betty L. Morris,101 Johnny
Robertson Rd., Murray,
KY Guardian For Lisa
Gaye Overbey and Tammy
Jo Overbey, Murray,KY
Minor Children. Donard A.
Jones, 509 Main St., Murray, KY Attorney.

Ann

LEGAL
NOTICE
A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Joanne Lawrence Harris.
Executrix, of the estate of
Claude Lawrence, Deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on
or before December 23,
1961,the date of hearing.
"
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit
Court Clerk

LEGAL
NOTICE

Joyce I. Kelley, 1319 Roberson Road, Murray, KY
Guardian For James W.
Kelley and Jayson L.
Kelley, 1319 Roberson,
Murray, KY Minor
Children. Robert 0. Miller,
Courthouse, Murray, KY
Attorney.

':•-:-:-."-ey.Heitish Press Assocla: Calloway District Coertou
hem.
or before December 23,
Ghafouti identified the 1961,the date of hearing friend as Korosh Folad% Atka P. Wilson, Circuit
a former employee of the Court Clerk

[ragman Kmbessy in Lon-ft

that Nixon did nothing
-without I White House
Chief of Staff 14,11
Haldeman's knowledge."
Ehrhchman also says
that Nixon asked him to
have the Central Intelligence Agency put a
"full cover" on the president's brother, Donald
The CIA refused,
Ehrlichman says, but the
Secret Service agreed to
keep a watch on Donald
Nixon to see if anything
he did might embarrair
the president

The Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky. will offer
for sale at public auction at 1 p.m. Thursday,
December 17,1911 at 5th & Walnut Streets the
vehicles listed below. They will be sold as is
where is for cash only. The vehicles can be inspected from 12:00-1:00 p.m. on the date of the
dale at the sale location.
1974 AMC Matador Station Wagon - Serial No.
A4A197H201539

Two Dead
lif London

fashionable London
square Sunday afternoon,
killing two men and
seriously injuring a third.
Police said no one
claimed responsibility for
the blast. An official said
the three men were of
Middle Eastern origin
and were possibly Iranians. They were not
identified.
The owner of the car
said Sunday night a 19year-old Iranian friend
had borrowed the vehicle
a few hours before the explosion "to do a job."
"I didn't know what he
meant and he didn't explain," the car's owner,
Mohsen Ghafouri, told
the domestic news agen-

was constant friction between the White House
and the Cabinet "
Ehrhchman also says

1 LEGAL NOTICE

Johnnie 0. Collins, Rt. 2,
Box 292, Murray, KY
Deceased. Myrtha F. Collins, Rt. 2, Box 282, Murray,
KY Co-Administrator.
Gary Collins, Rt. 2, Box 2112,
Murray, KY Co Administrator. Robert 0.
LONDON(AP)-A car Miller, Courthouse, Murbomb exploded in a ray, KY Attorney.

PLAY IT BACK
REAL LOUD.
MAYBE IT'LL
CURE 1-11AA!

aiscontented most of the
time and many of them
failed to manage their
departments well There

do."
On Kissinger,
Ehrlichman says: "Al
the outset of his administration, Nixon had
assigned the Middle East
to Bill Rogers (Secretary
of State William Rogers)
and told Kissinger to stay
out of it. Nixon explained
more than once in my
hearing that Henry, being
Jewish, simply could not
gain the required confidence from Arab
leaders."
The former aide says
that "conflict
characterized the
Cabinet's teamwork"
from shortly after Nixon's election to a first
term in 1968.
"Most of the Cabinet
members were

Reck end Tao, Mole
Debeneen
ktermy
At... Reword offered
for informetiee.

LEGAL
• NOTICE
A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Robert Jardes Stubblefield
and Makolm R. Boaz, Coof tigy..state of.

753-6977

verson stubblerleld. Sr.,
"

Deceased
Excetition9 to
this aettlemsot mud be rd• ed in the Calloway ,District
Court on or befarre
December 23, 1961, the date
of heanng.
Ann P
Wilson,
I'ourt (lerk
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Will do housework. Call
Mirrors For Christms Claudia 436-2510.
M & G Complete Glass
Co. has a complete line
14 WANT TO BUY
0/
4
11
S
of frames and custom
WANTED.
Baby shoes
cut mirrors. We - do to be bronzed.
Call
picture framing and cut
1-443-5926 from 8 a.m. to
102.19
glass
table
tops.
We
New warehouse store
10 p.m. We pick up your
custom make gun shoes
and give you a
in Martin, Tn. has on
cabinets, show cases
receipt.
NEW LOW PRICE
opening for on riAisand display cases. Install auto glass, window Want to buy junk cars.
tont manager. Ap3
113 ON THIS QUALITY HOTPOINT!
glass and plate glass. Call 474-8838 after 5pm.
plicants must have
Repair storm windows,
22. MUSICAL
conventional grocery
storm doors and patio
door glass. M & G Glass.
or box store ex816 Coldwater Road.
perience. Excellent
753 0180 or 753-2798.
salary and benefit
Protect your home.
!lockage. Send resume
Responsible !forty to
Install a Grisham adjustable steel security
to Box 385, Cormi, II.
take up payments on
door. Adjust to fit doors
62821. Attn: Mr.
like new piano.
30" to 42" wide. Also for
Clesi.
6" patio doors. Easy to
install. Murray Lumber
Co 753-3161.
Salemans Samples. All
new spring 1982 sportswear and dresses. 23 EXTERMINATIN
EXPERIENCED
COME SEE THIS VALUE PACKED 30''RANGE!
Sizes 9 10, 10 and 14 only.
•Ea Sy -to-clean 30" oven-range M.Surtace unit on light
Room 153, Murray
SECRETARY
•heir ,ate tilrn rings/pans•1_,tt-ott oven(Mt
Holiday Inn, Friday
Model R65251
•Customary ofDec 11 and Saturday
fice duties plus
Dec 12.9am to 6 pm.
financial and adSanta Suite Rental Mr.
Tuxedo 310 East Main
ministrative
759-4073.
responsibilities
Save energy. Buy in•Opportunites in
sulating water heater
interpersonal
blankets for gas and
relationships electric water heaters.
Hwy.641 N.
753-4478
Murray Lumber Co, 104
with public
Maple St.
'
Salary
Visit Hazel Kentucky An- 24. MISCELLANEOUS
negotiable
tique Mall. Open 5 days a Fake fur coat. Like new.
•Please send
week.9 5. Sunday 1-5.
Half price, $40. Call 436Watkins specials. Black 2516.
complete
vanilla,
menpepper,
resume to P. 0.
Ithaca 20 guage pump gun
thol camphor ointment. with two barrels. High
Box 1040 E. MurTrevor or Geraldine standard 20 guage
ray, Ky. 42071
Mathis"753-8284.
automatic, 243 rifle. Call
••
753-1708.
5. LOST & FOUND
525 Free groceries
CAR.STEREO.
1982 Calloway -County Pioneer, Kenwood,
Dixieland Shopping Center
given by World Book
••
Childcraft. Register at class ring. Yellow gold Marantz, Mitsubishi,
;it
with blue stone. Greg on Sanyo. Professional inBig Johns Saturday Dec
side of it. Reward. 437- stallation. Sunset
12198!.
Boulevard Music
Any persons who wit- 4214
••
Dixieland Center
nessed the accident at
6 HELP WANTED
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
12th and Payne St.
between 11:30 and 12:00 5180 Per Week Part 14K diamond ring,
on. Dec. 5, 1981 please Time at Home. Web- men's and women's
ster, America's fore- geld rings. Fine glass,
call 753-3560.
most dictionary com- clocks, copper design
Attention MDE and pany needs home plates, many quality
•
WBE sub-contractors workers to update local gift items! Low. prices.
and suppliers. We ,are mailing lists. All ages, Need cash. Leo,•
preparing a bid to be experience unneces: 753-9898.
submitted Dec. 17, 1981 sary. Call 1-716-842-6000.
4
14K diamond ring,
••
on Waste Water System Ext. 5112.
stone, 4
facilities in Murray, Ky. Representive. Would you men's 1 Ct., 7
men's
and
women's
We are soliciting sub like to represent the na••
rings. Fine glass,
bids on the following tion's largest builder of gold
copper design
••
work: earth work, fence individually built, custom clocks,
plates, many quality
work, landscaping, constructed homes? We gift
items! Low prices.
paving, piping, precast will train you to call on
••
Need cash. Leo,
4
concrete, paneling, our prospects. If you are 753-9898.
••
ceramic tile, resilint an honest, aggressive, go
flooring, painting, getter, this is an op- 5 0 c c Italjet
plumbing, HVAC and portunity to get in on the motorcycle $ 20 0 .
••
electrical plans and ground floor. Straight Custom built bar and
specifications may be commission or salary two stools, $250. Hair
examined at our office plus commission position dryer on stand $20.
or several other available. Multi-Million exercise bike 820.
locations. If interested dollar ad campaign opens .Custom built 3 wheeler
in any of this work the door for you. Ex- or motorcycle trailer
please contact us at cellent advancement op- $650. 753-0115.
•
•
once at Service Con- portunities. Fringe AAA CUSTOM MADE
struction Co. P. 0. Box benefits for salaried CABINETS, bookcases,
••
40646 Nashville, Tn. employees include: stock music centers, etc.
37204, Phone 615-255- purchase investment, life Reasonable. 436-2566.
3161.
and hospitalization in- Custom made rifle
••
••
cases, slings, leather
Do your Christmas surance, profit sharing clo,th,ing. Murray
Shopping early. Leather program. If you are this LeatIIT Shop Dixieland
purses, wallets, jackets, person and you are ready Center. 759-9633.
00
belts. Custom made. and willing to talk to
Minor shoe repair. home building prospects, Electronic games, 8
Murray -Leather Shop contact us immediately. track tape player,
Dixieland Center. 759- Jim Walter Homes, Inc. ladies size 6 roller
1,0
Phone 1-442-7368. An skates, small 3 speed
••
9633.
•
EqUal Opportunity boys bike, automatic
Female roommate Employer.
dial telephone. Call
wanted to share two
753-4981.
80
oedroom house. Call 753- Need someone to do
your housecleaning Firewood. Order now
9265.
while you do your and burn seasoned wood
Or,map 01.900MI
Grisham Steel Security Christmas shopping? this winter. 436-2758.
Or ow a 081V/nen ou%yap up o
00
gametom Adivision. you're podung deMy
storm doors for protec- Call 759-1255 or 753-2377.
Firewood. Seasoned oak
of action inside. Non-stop Modem/es toplug into
tion, decoration and SITUATION WANTED and hickory. Will cut to
ur Mori* or Sears video game svstern Mots one
tIP';eo/Z9Chridmas.
in Me lordly,and Me more the merrier
insulation. For details
order. Bulk rates
put sorne esciterneM under
call Murray Lumber Will do babysitting in available. Call 753-7300
wraps MO stidi around tor opening day
753-9417.
home.
my
••
Co. 753-3161.
or 753-7585.
•
Firewood for sale. 753•
3523.
••
Firewood. Seasoned or
unseasoned. $25. rick
•
delivered. Call 436-2744
after 5pm.
••
Sunset Boulevard "
SEASONED
FIREWOOD. Mixed
Music
hardwoods 18'!-24"
lineal Ceder (Rear
available. $27.50 a rick
delivered. Call John
A-I)
Boyer at 753-8536.
Peeled St. 153-1113
Sears sewing machine, 12
built in stitches, 30 cams,
Loretta Jobs, Realtors 1200 Sycamore
$175. Call 753-9424 bet•
ween 5 and 6 pm
You are invited to join us in celebration
weekdays. Anytime
of- the Holiday Season. Come by for , Saturdays.
Six gun solid maple
refreshments and a visit . . . We will be
• cabinet. $125. Call 436look in' for you
2124 or 436-5810.
Fork lifts new and used.
Complete line of lifts for
every purpose. Datsun
and others. If you need
a lift give us a call
502-247-4069.
Olympic Plaza
JET
Hand crochet afghan and
•
1200 Sycamore
quilt tops. Call 753-6379.
14 Kt. Gold Gift
Keroucky 42071
LIIMA 1111S, MAINSC)
Kingwood wood burning
(502)753- 1492
With Each
stove. Burns less than 1
rick of wood. Like new.
a .4
Purchase or more
Call 753-7869.

-,
Ladies clothing, Coats,
jackets, boots, shoes,
pants and I. Clock
radii), Call 7$3-7981
Rent a fluffy furry
Santa Suite from the
Kappa Depatment and
surprise someone this
Christmas. Call
753-8233.'
Slabs for sale bundled
or banded. You haul or
we will, haul in 101b.
bundle lots. Call
Shomaker Lumber Co.
McKenzie, Tn. 901-3525777, 7 to 5. After 5,
901-352-3632 also
sawdust.
Small super market in
excellent condition in
Mayfield Ky. 502-2471461 or 247-5961 after
7:30 pm.
Sony HP 610, home
stereo system in excellent condition. Call 7537785.
Wood. Cut up slabs. $17
a rick. Call 753-8526.
Wood cut to order. Any
size or any length. $20. a
rick delivered and
ricked up. Call 435-4425
or 753-0297.
Wood for Sale. $25 a
rick. Call 489-2101 or
489-2231.
Wood stove for sale.
753-3523.

HELP
WANTED

st

WANTED

CLAYTONS
753-7575

iircrtiaiyindtWest Ky.
Appliance Ctr.

26. TV - RADIO

Large
Selection
Used TV's

Murray Leather
Store

25" color $39.95
19" color, 13" color, 19" B/W

CLAYTONS
753-7575

Open Every Day
Until Christmas

27. MOBIL
HOMES SALES
1971 Richardson, 12 x 60,•
two bedrooms, central
air and gas heat. Unfurnished. 753-3142
daytime. After 5 pm
753-8854.
1976 Two bedroom
Mobile home and lot. 14
x"'")ke. Attached porch
and awning. Call 7591956 after 3 pm.
For sale 1970 12x65
trailer with extra 8x12
pull out room. 14x35
deck, underpinned, has
central heat and air.
$6000. 753-3815 or 4354546.
Mobile home for sale or
rent. Located in
Puryear. Two bedroom
completely furnished.
Sale price $7,000. Rent
$200 monthly plus deposit.901-247-5357.

••Custom Mode Leather Gifts..
*Black Powder Clothing

*Rifle Slings, Belts, Hots
•Wallets, Billfolds
*Ladies Purses

We repair 4anything mode
of leather
759-9633

25. MOBILE
HOME RENTALS
Two bedroom trailer, 10
x 55. East of Almo. Call
753-3320.
Two bedroom furnished
mobile home for rent or
sale. $125 per month or
$2,500. Phone 753-5750.
Trailer for rent. See
Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Court. No phone
calls please.
Two 2 bedroom trailers
for rent, fully furnished.
$140„ Call 753-1879 after 5
Pm.
Two bedroom mobile
home. Quiet neat court.
Single $75. Couple $85.
Call 753-8216 after 5pm.
Two bedroom trailer, 10 x
55, 2 miles Northeast of
Almo. Call 753-3320.
Two bedroom trailer
near Murray. No pets.
Nice. 489-2611.
Two bedroom trailer for
Rent on Ledbetter
Church road. $60 a
month. Call 354-6144.
Two bedroom trailer.
$130. month, $100. deposit. Out 94E. 753-0659.

CHRISTMAS
OPEN HOUSE

Tuesday, Dec. 15, 1981
4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
at

RECORDS- JAPES - STEREOS

BUSINESS RENTALS

CENTURY 21

Get Ready Far
Moly Sauna
Rental Sugges-

tions: Roll Away
Beds

Murray Rental
t Saks
(eater

Gold & Silver
Inc.
Wholesale Jewelers

111111111110MUL
Office or commercial
space. Approximately
1400 sq ft. A-1 location.
Kopperud Realty 7531222.

OPENING IN JANUARY

SLEEPY HOLLOW INFANT
DAY CARE CENTER
Ages-Birth TO 2 Years .
Located 110 N 12th St. ,
-Owners 8c,OPerators ;
Sheila COhoon
Penny Morgan
?53-0806
753-2813
Coll For Application
•

HOUSES FOR RENT

Building, 1360 sq ft,
formerly occupied by
Dishes N Things. in
Dixieland Shopping
Center on Chestnut.
Days cell 753-7972,
nights, 753-3018.

Three bedroom house,
large kitchen, stove and

refrigerator ferltiSheet.
washer MOW gametic,.
Less Hese law'wile from
Kentucky Lake.' $225.
Plus deposit Water included.442-3/77.
• Three bedroom house
with water and wood
furnished.Calf3412205.
Ilitareisease
Two bedroom furnished
Soaks
house in country. Garden spot and water
tent
furnished. 753-7671.
7534751k
Two bedroom cottage,
living room, kitchen,
32. A P-71".77U"TErri
-.1
full bath. Located at
Paris Landing on the
Coast Guard road.,$125
per month plus utilities.
New lees*
Deposit required. 4365353Two bedroom, gas heat,
washer-dryer hook-up,
503 S. 6th.
I. 111 3 bedroom sit Ina carpeted.
$150. per month. Call
$11611 1187 it& Hi* 362-8063 after 6pm.
lIkapped
llowly cos•
Two bedroom all electric home in Murray.
floated costal lot ad sir.
month, $100 desopTieems. 5150.
carseild,
posit. 753-9829.
Mkt Hors Ner-fri. HO- Two bedroom house in
1240 Now
flanorama Shores.
Partly furnished. $115 a
Northwood Dr.
month. References and
Nerrev,Ity.
deposit required. Call
50245949U
753-6753.

Usex

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS

Nal Nasal Oppertuit,
Efficiency one or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman
Apts. S 16th. 753-6609.
Equal Housing. One and
two bedroom apartments. Call Murray
Manor 753-8668.
Furnished one bedroom
apartment near downtown Murray. Call 7534109 or 436-284/.
Furnished 1 bedroom
apartment near downtown Murray. Call 7534109 or 436-2844.
New 1 bedroom apartment with central heat
and air, heat pump. On
Millwood Dr. Rent and
deposit. No pets. 4928765.
One bedroom furnished
apartment for adults.
New paint and drapes.
Two blocks from hospital. No pets. Lease and
deposit required. Call
753-9208 after 4 pm.
One bedroom efficiency
apartment. Partial
utilities paid. No pets. $90.
Call 753-9741.
One bedroom furnished
apartment. No children
or pets. Call 753-3913
after 5:00pm.
One room efficiency
apartment. $90. Located
at corner of 16th and
Olive streets across
from Ulaiversity. Call
753-4793.
Small furnished. apartmen:-lortVate.' 190. No
children. No pets. See at
407 Seth, Murray.
Three bedroom
downstairs apartment at
1602 Miller. Available
January 1st. Call 753-2403
after /pm.
Two bedroom unfurnished duplex with
stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher and disposal. Extra nice. In
westwood subdivision.
Heat pump with low
utilities. $250 month.
753-3742 before 4 pm or
305-792-5565 after 4 pm.
Two bedroom apartment for rent. Range,
Oven, refrigerator, dishwasher, disposal,
washer and dryer
hookup, air, carpet. No
pets. One year lease and
$225 deposit required.
$225 per month. Call
753-2622 or753-3865.
Two bedroom furnished
or unfurnished apartment. 753-8730 before 5
pm. 753-6965 after 5pm.
Two or three bedroom
furnished apartmnet on
Olive Street. No pets.
Lease and deposit. Call
753-9208 after 4 pm.
Two or three furnished
apartment on Olive St.
No pets, lease and
deposit. Call 753-9208
after 4pm.
We manage property
for others. Have two
garage apartments also
two furnished mobile
homes. Coleman Real
Estate 753-9898.

33. ROOMS FOR RENT

III I.fide
713-8211

Free
$50.00

BUSINEIS Rgig(kL§

Boys. Large private
room with kitchen
facilities, half block
from Campus. Call
753-1342.
Rooms for Rent. One
block from University.
753-1812 or 753-6933.

N.HOUSES FOR RENT
House for middle age
couple. No pets. Deposit
required. Call 753-2987.
Nice two bedroom brick
With large utility room,
washer, dryer, refrigerator, air conditioner, shady lot and
garden spot. Married
couples only. Reasonable rent for young
couple with proper references and deposit.
492-8594 after 6 pm.
One bedroom _ileum io,

37. LIVESTOCK
-SUPPLIES
Appaloosa Gelding, 6
years old, 15 hands. Goes
well under English and
Western tack. $700. Call
Denise at 767-6556.
Goat for Sale. Corn fed
and neutered. Call 753.3387•
Sausage hogs for sale.
435-4534 after 5Ixn •
43. REAL ESTATE

Prelessieffia; 54r.ices
With The Frims.

Toacfc
SETYOUR
CLOCK
Take a few minutes
to see this remodeled 2 bedroom home
ingood
neighborhood of
South Murray.
Great for a young
couple! Modern
kitchen with appliances plus
remodeled bath,
new floor coverings
and carpeting,fenced rear yard!
REDUCED TO
$19,900 act today
callfor appointment.
COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
FOR SALE
OR LEASE
711 S. 12th St. Ideal
location for
business, commercially zoned.
Building needs
renovating. Parking space to accommodate 60 cars.

Owner will lease on
10 years base, or
two 5 years options.
Contact Boyd Ma ors for details.

"Prwlessisweaswiesi
The Mow*Tomb •

YOU'LLPALL
IN LOVE
This tri-level beauty on 2 lots on
Camelot Dr. in
Kingswood Sub.
Newly decorated
and carpeted,
painted inside and
out, immaculately
kept. Has central
gas heat, 4
bedrooms, 2 baths,
large den. Range
refrigerator,
dishwasher,
disposal, draperies
included. Outside
storage building,
carport. Owners
mored North realistically priced
this home at $59,900

for quick sale.

BUILDING
SITE PLUS
ACRENiir.
La-18W3y snorer Ferny23
acres, 16 tenfurnished, water fur
dabler 7 in timber,
' nisheg. Call 753-6123.
rtfiree bedroom house in on blacktopped
Almo Heights. $275 per
month. Call 753-8411.
Three bedroom. $275. at
Almo Heights. Call
753 841).

highway, stock
barn, excellent
building site. Only
$19,000.
47

•

•

43 REAL ESTATE

"PssimirmislforWor
anibelm Prim*Tema

SOME
SMART
COUPLE...
Will love our new
listing at 808
Bagwell, almost
new, compact 3
BR., 2 bath, B.V.
home, attached
garage, double
driveway. Extras,
including fireplace,
with heatolator,
central electric
heat pump,
draperies, range,
dishwasher, exhaust fan. Large lot
with trees, near
Bel-Air Shopping.
Owner's leaving
Murray.In 40's.
507 Whitneli St.
3 bedroom, 1 bath,
B.V., carport-very
nice home, newly
painted inside and
out. Electric heat,
window air conditioner, near Bel-Air
Shopping, schools,
restaurants, etc. In
30's. Check soon
will go fast at this
location,

JUST ONE
LOOK
That's all it will
take to convince
you that this is the
home for your
family. Relax
from the day's
work in the 13x21
master bedroom
suite, then join the
family in the
beautiful den with
its round hearth
fireplace. The kitchen is a
gourmet's delight
with its bay window. The formal
living and dining
room offers you
and your guests an
elegant place to
visit. Seeing is
believing. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty, for all the
information of this
lovely Canterbury
Estates residence.

1

SEARCH NO
LONGER
For a home with
an acre lot just
minutes from
town. A beautiful
foyr opens into
both formal living
room and den with
a brick wall
fireplace. This 3
bedroom, 2 bath
home is nicely arranged for family
living with all its
extras; a patio for
entertaining, a
double garage
weith concrete
driveway and professional landscaping. Offered
through Kopperud
Realty,753-1222

Strout.
Realty
MCOSPI.A.T.

Office Coast to Coast
layers from Everywhere
Relieide Service Since 1900
1912 Coldwater Reed
Aterrey, Keateticy 42071
(502)753-11116
Anytime
JOEL. KENNON
Smoker
ticeased & Beaded

38. PETS SUPPLIES
AKC Cocker pups. Red,
black and bluff. $85.
Will hold for Christmas.
901-648-5024 Or 901-6485225.
Registered pointer bird
dog puppies 12 weeks
old. Out of good hunting
stock. $50. each. 7539365. •
•
Six month old* black
_ Great Delo
gree, cropped ears,
fully obedience- trained
Call Sal. 753-N7, 753
9101.
Twelve week old AK C
Labrador Retrievers.
Only 3 left. Will hold
until! Christmas. Call
753 4490.

I' %(.1. 13 1111..

HR

k% 1.1%1K.1..lt

A 1 1,112‘. I.iw1a. Drcrntbrr 14. 1911

4U Ea.4421‘.

38. PETS

38 PETS SUPPLIES

43. REAL ESTATE

41 PUBLIC SALE

49 USED Car..

49

31°'X 30MI

USED CARS

SERVICESOFFERE

IERVISESOFFERED SE RVICES

OFFERE5
1981 Olds Cutlass ALCOA ALuMINU
FerKe
Rooting
sales
Het
SIDING
at
vinyl
or
Sears
Tar and
Supreme Brougham 2
Siding
door, hardtop, air con
and trim
Aluminum now Call Sears 753 1310 gravel001% Ask about
for
Just in time for
free
5
estimate
year
trim
for
guarantee Roofs
for
brick houses
dition, factory AM FM
Christmas. Beautiful AKC, Minature
your needs
coated cold or ho•
cassette stereo
with 4 Jock Glover 753 1173
AKC Registered minia- Schnauzer, 8 weeks old.
applications shillgie
speakers. wire wheels. All your plumbing and
ture Schnauzer puppies. Pick now for Christmas
roofs removed and re
9,000 actual miles Call a ir conditioning needs
gift.
Call
Salt and pepper colors.
7530726 after 5
ptaced Complete roof
ROOFN4G
753 8118
Also do carpentry, pain
2 males, 1 female. Tails pm anytime on weekends.
and decking remeved
MKT-UP & SHINGLES
ting
Clean,
roof
local
gas
saver
docked, wormed and AKC Registered Boston
anc) replaced Roe root
Itakassacas. Al work
1976 Toyato Wagon S mg and concrete All
Shots. Lovely tempered Terrier puppies. Call
ing. fiberglass shingles
•a•raata•d. Fr••
speed, cream See at work clone to satisfac
dogs. Deposit will hold 753 3438
,nstalled on straight
1704 Greenbrier for non 753 7211
CAN 7S1until Christmas. Call Boarding
4x12 roof $33 SO Lebor
and rooming
52075
753
1981
tee
Asphalt
75343111
43.
.
driveways and
REAL ESTATE
753 7791.
and material All *ors
for the holidays. Re
parking lots sealed by
guaranteed
The Pro
One 16 hand, 5 year old, asonable rates and 24
50 USED TRUCKS
Sears
For free Wet basement' We fessionals Yates
Perdue & Thema
gaited. Pinto mare, or hour tender loving care.
Roof
1971 Ford pickup 302 estimates call 753 2310
make wet basements mg Co, I 647 0158 Cali
7 year old, 15 hand, AKC white Pekingese
lesumes
FOR
motor, $200 753 4/13.
Automob
ile
dry,
work
mechani
collect
completely
c
gaited, sorrel gelding. puppies available for
LOUT* ABS,11EXTUS®
bid Estate
1973 Volkswagon Bus
will do work on auto- guaranteed
Call or Tree trimmIng •no
Both gentle enough for Christmas. Deposit will
SALE
Rebuilt
1200
Svcomone
matic
engine,
and
AM
all gasoline write
FM
Si Court Sq.
Morgan Con removal hedges
Young riders but hold. Make re
and
Marro, keetudy 42071
radio.
engined
$2,175
trucks.
All work Struction Co Rt 2 Box shrubs Firewood Call
spirited enough for servations, appoint
Money,lisimmiy
1 9 8 0 Tan, condition. Must Good
(50Z 7511192
sell
409 A Paducah. K y 753 5476
seasoned riders, Your ments and deposits
753-4451
Volkswogon Robi- 753 1289.
guaranteed Call 437 42001 or call day or
choice for $800. Call early. Hidden Valley
neje 1 4/2 7026
bitt,
4 door lift 1977 Ford pickup 302, 45.46.
753 0224 after 5:30 or Kennels. 435-4506 Lynn
PRICED FOR QUICK
wekends.
bock. Has diesel automatic, new tires, Carpenter, paneling, Will sharpen hand saws, Wanted male Simease
Grove.
SALE. Three bedroom
0---v.
silver paint, 59,000 etc. 30 years ex
chain saws and skill tor stud Simease Calf
home in town on large
motor for good gas new
miles $3000 753 1387
agiaND
per ience. 436 2253
saws Call 753 6656
lot, 150 x 106. This home
?53132L
mileage, front 80 GMC Van Conver Concrete block
and
is neat and
HORNBUCKLE BARBER
ready
wheel
drive,
k
4
t •
area
Sion.
brick
Fully
work.
20
customiz
years
ed
to
move in. Insulated
,44
753-1222
With refrigerator, sink, experience
Free es
car,
one
owner,
garage
and
fenced
back
SHOP
timates.
Call
Couch
753
(convert
5476.
s
yard. Ideal investment
low miles. Very into
bed), rally wheels, Don't put off getting
property convenient to
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across Frew Cereamity Caster)
clean.
custom
paint and cap
OLD MAN
stores, could be zoned
your favorite sofa or
i
a
n
s chair reupholstered
commercial. Talk to us
Traditional Welidirie Rings
WINTER
PAR
chairs, 13,000 miles
KER
about financing. For
because of the long wait
Won't give you the
Reply to 753 5014
for its return We offer
more information call
$1.00
blues in this bright
SURPLUS CARS, one week servie Also
Spann Realty Assoc.
FORD
Open Moors
and cheery home. 753-7724,
JEEPS AND TRUCKS take advantage of our
701 Main
Private wooden
NOW AVAILABLE thru
year end special Say
4/. LOTS FOR SAL11
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
753-5273
local Government
you saw this ad and
fence surrounds
Sales, call 1 714 569 0241 save $50. on any sofa
8-12 - 753-3L2S
backyard with
Approximately 44 acres 1973 Ford Station
Waon corner of Penny road gon. 351 V-8, automatic, for your directory on and chair combination
concrete and brick
how to purchase. Open
Bill's Upholstery 104 S.
Spring Creek good tires, good condi
patio and gas and
24 hours.
13th
Church road. Call 489- tion. 753-9181, 753-8124.
grill., Gas logs in
Surplus Jeeps, Cars, For your lime hauling
2425.
Imminiommosrier and Trucks availablg. and lime spreading,
fireplace provide
Three acres wooded
Many Sell for under white rock, gravel,
comfort, economy, property, Kirby Jen$200. Call 312 742 1143 sand, coal hauling
and convenience. nings Trail area. Close
call 7534545 or see Roger
Ext 2641, for informa
to lake. Asking $2,750.
Phone today for all
tion on how to purchase.
Hudson. Located 10
Call 753-6054.
the details on this
miles east on Hwy 94.
Truck and 200 amp
45 FARMS FOR SALE
quality home in a
welder 753 5668
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR, 15 years ex
quiet residental Secluded 5 acre farm
Olympic Plaza
THE PERFECT SYMBOLS OF LOVE
SERVIC
OFFER
ES
ED
1977
perience. Carpentry, con•
neighborhood.
with brick home and
As you begin • lifetime together, your D•lautifully
crete, plumbing, roofing
••
APPLIANCE SER
Priced in the $50s large barn. $25,000. Call
Ford
matched Keepsake wedding rings aril parte( t symbols
and
Siding
NO
JOB
TOO
VICE, KENMORE,
5 9pm,759164.4.
of the love you shar• They efts Superbly
through Kopperud
Men & Women
styled .n
Granada
elegant 14 carat gold Kitopsak• rnitrhitd
WHIRLPOOL and SMALL. Free etimates.
•
.wedd,ng
Realty, your
474-2359,
Days
46. t1
nights.
.24E S FOR SALf
474rings ar• diss.gned to phrase emery poesioto taste
Ghia.
VV.ESTINGHOUSE. 20
•
•
2276.
Homes for Living
from classic to contemporary 10 avant WO*
years .experience.
Owner hat left state and d%
and
kValN$3N.t.
to assure last,ng prlde and sar,sfac iron
Realty in Murray
Bobby Hopper, Bob's GENERAL HOME
.. urges offer of his 1
Appliance Service, 203 S REPAIR. 15 years ex
bedroom home. Sitting
Good condition, 5th.
perience. Carpentry,
753 4872 or 753.8886
44
'
on one and a half acres.
HOP, SKIP
concrete, plumbing,
I
clean,
Alexande
New
good
roof,
family
r
septic
tank
Tank
& JUMP
NO
Cleaning. Vacuum roofing, sliding
and well. Electric bill
car. Asking $2,300. cleaned
To the shopping
averaged $20 month last
from your JOB TO SMALL Free
areas from this
•
•
Call 7534121 alto' 5
winter. Call Spanm
driveway. Industrial, estimates. Days 474
2359, nights 474 2276.
residential, or corn
Realty Associates, 753very convenient
he Sits Sport
ILII.
General
Mom.II,
hauling. Lime,
mercia
7724.
7S3.111S
l.
24
hour
location. This is a
white
,
rock,
rip
service.
rap,
Call
753-5933.
'AA ‘•"4
"1-t:44
very special 3 3 bedroom brick house.
N
morter, sand, lumber,
Carpet throughout, 2
bedroom home
ties and machinery.
bathes, large living
lit.
I to Id
Call 753 6626 after 6pm
with extra large room and den. 2 car
Dress Slacks, Leather Vests,
closets. New
Guttering by Sears.
garage with large stor•
•
Sears continuous gut
Jackets,Shirts, Coats etc.
age room. Call 489-2145
carpet in living
ters installed for your
or 753-2493.
room and hall and
specifications. Call
Assumable and affornew vinyl in kit•
•
Sears 753-2310 for free
dable.
Like
new
2
chen. A very well
estimate
bedroom with great
built home. Owner
re $10.00 Gift certificate on Men or Women's Boots
MOBILE HOME AN
room, lots of cabinets in
has
CHORS
left town, the kitchen. Garage,
underpinning,
Later
Use Now or
roof's sealed, patio
heat pump, fenced in
make an. offer.
awnings, and house
yard. Call Owner at
Open 9 a.m.to 9 p.m.
40's. Phone 753753-8469 or Shroat
type roofs for mobile
1222.
homes. 753 1873 Jack
Waldrop Realty
•
:.•
Glover.
759-1707.
Need work on your
Brick Duplex one block
Take This.
trees? Topping, prun
from University. 5/2,500.
, Home...Please
ing, shaping, complete
Will sell each apartment
No kidding, owner for $22,500. 759-1074, 753removal and more Call
B OVER'S TREE
2619.
must. sell. He's
,41979
Oldsmobile
Delta% SERVICE for Probeen transferred
House for sale in CanWM-1
fessional tree care.
terbury Call 753.0738.
from Murray to
488, 4 door diesel, one% 753 8536
WALKMAN STEREO CASSETTE PLAYER
New three bedroom, 2
Omaha. He's leavP rofessional
• Stereo cassette player vvIth
baths, built in applianing behind an
paperhanging, painting,
ces. Must sell $30,000. %owner, local car.
playback reproduction
assumable loan. Call 489•2670.
farm buildings, top,
• MDR -1L 1 headphones, supplied
%
4
sides,
commerc
ial or
Poor guy! We've
Older 8 room house with
• 2 headphone lacks
•
residential. Call
got every con2 baths, large lot.
• Tape selector for normal and
Tremo
n Farris.
ta;,es
1980
Priced to sell. Call
Model AMC Confidence this home
759-1987.
• Auto Shut
mechanism
753 3593.
will sell within the
T
(
. & K STUMP REMO
corde
,
4
One
and
half
a
story, 2
door sedan,4 VAL. Do you need stumps
month. Three
Ashley wood
bedrooms with
removed from your yard
heater. Will sell, lease .3one
owner,
low% or land cleared of
delightful decor, or rent. You must see
stumps? We can rebeamed ceiling
this one. Coleman Real Amileage,
like new.
move stumps up to 24
Estate 753-9898.
greatroom, pracinches below the
Three
bedroom brick
tical utility and
ground, leaving only
ell
Murray, Ky.
sawdust and chips Call
fenced yard pro- home, carpet
1406 W. Main
753throughout, 2 baths,
53153 for free estimate
s Bob
vides
home
for
large living room and
•
Kemp 435 43/3 or Bob
your family. Dial
r
den, 2 car garage with 11511111 11/61
111 11grall Kemp Jr 435 4319
large storage room.
753-1492 now.
49.
Call 489-2145 or 753 8394.
HALFWAY TO
Three bedroom house 1972 Ford LTD, 2 door
HEAVEN
2 and one half acres Call 753-9975
or maybe even on
North on 1824 Hwy,
1972 MG red with black
closer
753 1868
interior, perfect condi
•
r
Row cropping, Unique log home, 3 ton.
•
753 0708, 767 4767.
,SN
•
livestock or a com(Clip This Ad From The Poper
bedroom, central gas
1973 Chevelle, 2 door
bination of both - heat with full basement. $300 Call 492-8345
And Save For A Handy Refere
Assumable loan. Call
nce)
tobacco barn, Purdom
& Thurman 1974 Ford Station Wa
milkhouse, farRealty,753-4456.
gon. Drives good, new
rowing house, year
314Mã
inside. $575 or best
7534123
MOTOR
CYCLE
47.
S offer. 753-9672
round spring-fed
4;1
•
creek runs through 1973 Kawasaki 150 MX 1974 Toyota Corolla
6 e.m.- Midniskt 7 Days A Week
the property into a $300. Also 1980 Yamaha Deluxe, Excellent con175 IT $700. Will sell both dition, new painted
Phone 753-5351/753-5352
30-acre water shed
for $900. Call 354-6278.
racing stripes, dark
lake. Oh yes, 1978 Odyssey 250cc. tinted windows, 37,000
actual
ladies, there is a $700. Call 3452718.
good gas
STEREO FOR YOUR CAR
four bedroom 1980 Yamaha 100 Special mileage $1500. firm
Call Sal 753 6527 or
brick home with mag wheels, wind 753-9101.
Aluminum
jammer,
custom
seat,
pampered by its
luggage carrier, elec- 1976 Cadillac Seville
owners. What tronic ignition If your Silver on silver, 42,000
Service
more could you looking for a bike, look at miles, loaded. Call 753
Cleesenee Sweep Service
Qualify Serificf.
ask? How • about this one. $1,200. Call 527 744 or 753 8218,
Co.
AN Types Chimneys
8372.
Company
1976 Corvette,
financing you say/
Cleowfwg end Itepoir
Custom made lather customized. Call 753
We have that also
Alwoloom sod Vinyl
Ileatrna and Mr Coe
jackets,trousers, hats, 4320 or 759 /647.
Mrehr
on this 293 acre
Minor shoe repair. 1976 Pontiac Safari
W, Cost'm trim
damning Sal.i, Salet
112
1987
country estate. Murray Leather Shop, Station Wagon. Good
work. Referencia.
and Service Modern
Day
Dial 753-1492 for
Dixieland Center. 759- condition 753 8124.
Sheet Meted 1,44WIrce
Coll WI. E/ Bahl,
753 1150
lcIca casserrvotecervre
your personal 9633.
1976 Toyato Wagon.
Departments
753-0689.
brochure on this '
Good condition, 78,000
Treat yourself to excellence There is no better
USED
49.
toed A McCivre
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53000.759
miles.
4137.
estate. After hours •
way than with KENWOOD! With its high techI
1977 white Grand Prix
nology performance, the result ot exceptional
dial 436-2166. •
engineering, Kanwood car stereo lets you enjoy
With red top, low
music the way you like it. It's in a class by itself.
mileage,excellent condi
May we demonstrate?
0
n
,
loaded, $3250. Call 436
Murray-Calloway
2687 after 5p m.
1978 Toyota Land Crui
I 111ETTA MIS, 16ALTIIS®
Hardtop, .worn
ser
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1 200 5.coksore
MUM WON
Murray Kentucl,..ocoi
1978 Z28 Camero Black
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-a COMM
gold
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pin_
air
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,1111121
automatic, tilt wheel.
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gifts
power doors, brand new
•auess eau manito Purses, billfolds,
House Sale' TueS , Dec
tires, 95000 Also stereo
Calloway Conti
15 ail day Glassware.
system WOO Call anytime
0431174111 SIMIexam
belts, etc Minor
quills, plants and lots of 1963 Ford Fairlane. 21 Mon Fri. 762 7218,
Rise.. Squad
Dinelail tester IMF Awl)
All
Types
'Repair,
camas
Shoe
miscellaneous. On the miles per gallon, good
1971 711 Censer°, Blue,
Ckstge1 St 7534113
of Sign Wort(
Custo
m mode
Old Salem Rd., turn condition. 437 4945
- 7534940
4 speed, 51,000 miles.
right at the foot of the 1970 Chevy Impala first
leather items
power
steering,
power
hill at Hicks Farm
1212 MAIN
$125 cash fakes it
brakes, air, tilt wheel
4Watch for sign.
4361150
511100 153 3111.
White miniature poodle
$50. Call 753-0223.

Dachshund puppies tor
sale, 7 weeks old, no
papers 474 2325

Garage Sale. Christmas
shop with us Thursday,
Does your to* need
Friday and Saturday.
economical bonne Wen
woltrog amino, of school, New and collectible
items. Ornaments,
With hem bedrooms and rye
depression glass, crystal,
bores' toe asentenencv
china. McCoy. Shawnee,
ono weirs (lushly? Al a
Hull, antique couch, bells.
pt-Ke of ess Mon $111,000? 1 chain saw,
pictures and
Thee colt 753-1192 nee, I much more. On
641 South
eher bars 753-0187
just across State line at
Hazel 498-8716.

1970 010s 91 convertible,
collectors item,
with white top Excel
lent Condition, extra
clean, original top, 52,
000 actual miles, one
owner
White leather
interior, 6 way power
seats. For convertible
lovers. Anxious to sell
Call 753 6500 after Sp m
1972 Dodson
Mechanically good,
body ruff. Call 753 7869
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Hair Cuts
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Vernon's ..
Western Store.
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Kenney Rogers Jeans

$10" off

Levi Jeans
Meri495
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Students vl 41"
Children 92.95
One Complete Wall of
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Graphic Arts Classes
Offered At Night
Night classes in
photography and printing
will again be offered at
Murray State University
by the Department of
Graphic Arts Technology
during the spring
semester.
Dr. Thomas E. Gray,
chairman of the department, said the availability of the classes is being
made known now so that
adults in Murray and surrounding areas will have
an opportunity to
schedule the classes during spring pre—registration on the campus.
"The classes have been
scheduled at night for the
specific purpose of making them accessible to
part—time students, to
those interested in continuing education, or to
those with a particular interest in these subject
areas," he added.
Fundamentals of Black
and White Photography,
GAT 250, will meet from 6
to 9 p.m. on Mondays,
with laboratory work
scheduled at other times.
It will deal with 35mm
cameras and other format sizes, black and

IGHTS 8 mg tar" 08 mg nicolme, FILTERS 15 mg "tar-. 13 mg. nicotine, ay. per cigarette by FTC method.

white films, film development, production of
photographic prints
photographic composition and display of
photos.
The printing course
Graphic Communications, GAT 150, was
developed for individuals
who have an interest in,
or are involved with, production of communication materials in printed
form. It will meet from 6
to 9 p.m. on Tuesdays.
It is a survey of the
printing industry that introduces the primary
methods of producing
printed materials for
uses ranging from interoffice needs to product
advertising. GAT 150 is a
lecture—demonstration
course with limited class
group involvement in
laboratory work in the
areas of camera work,
paste—up, platemaking,
typesetting, offset printing and screen process
printing. Students enrolled.in the class who desire
to do so may complete individual laboratory projects.

Where a man belongs.

Facility Receives Help
LOUISVILLE, Ky. which patients are eligi(AP) — Secretary Grady ble for Medicaid. Stumbo
Stumbo of the Kentucky said that step would help
Department for Human University Hospital get
Resources said Sunday $500,000 to $700,000 more
the state is giving Univer- annually in state
sity Hospital $1.2 million revenue.
to $1.5 million as the state
Stumbo
id some
helped bail the facility
technical chang will be
out of bankruptcy.
made in Medicaid reimThe hospital's board of
bursement that will progovernors approved a
vide the hospital with
$2.3 million belt$500,000 more a year.
tightening plan, which
Services to the poor
combined with the state
won't be dramatically afassistance, will keep the
fected as a result of the
hospitasl from closing its
cuts approved by the
doors to the poor. Also,
board, officials said, nor
the University of
will the school's teaching
Louisville's medical
programs be seriously
teaching programs have
damaged.
been saved, at least for
Dozens of layoffs are
the remainder of the
ahead, however, a
fiscal year.
spokesman said,
An expected $4.7
although officials aren't
million deficit this fiscal
saying yet how many
year will be reduced by
employees will be sent
$2.3 million as a result of
home.
the actions that came at a
"We can now all enjoy
meeting of the U of L
our Christmas vacations
Board of Governors.
more," said U of L PresiStumbo said he would
dent Donald C. Swain.
advance some $290,000
that the hospital claims it
A total of $1,149,000 in
is owed by the state front cost reductions were apthe Medicaid program for proved by the board, plus
the fiscal year ending changes in management
June 30.
that will give the hospital
He said two state $1,1 22,000 more in
workers will be added to revenue for the rethe hospital staff to assist mainder of the fiscal
personnel in determining year.

Police Cite Brown's Son
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — The 18-year-old
son of Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. was among
those cited for alleged
scalping of tickets to the
Rolling Stones concert,
police reported Saturday.
They said that John Y.
Brown III, a freshman at
Transylvania College,
was cited along with 35 to
40 other persons for alleged scalping of tickets to
Friday night's concert at
Rupp Arena. Brown is the
son of the governor and
his first wife, Ellie
Brown.

At least 50 other people
were arrested on drug,
alcohol and concealed
weapons charges.
A police spokesman
said ticket scalping is
punishable by fines up to
$250.
Police set up a command post inside the
arena prior to the performance and had eight,
two-man teams scattered
through the audience.
The first aid station
reported that it treated a
number of people for
minor injuries and bites
suffered during fights.

Ford Sentenced To Life
GEORGETOWN, Ky.
(AP) — Louis Parker
Ford, convicted on killing
a state employee, has
been sentenced to life imprisonment.
The sentence was
issued Friday by Circuit
Judge Robert Smith, who
rejected defense motions
that Ford's sentence be

-

reduced and that he be
given credit for time
spent in jail.
Ford was convicted of
the September 1980 fatal
stabbing of Suzanne
Schick at her Frankfort
apartment.
The trial was moved
from Franklin County on
a change of venue.
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Warning The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health
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